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I
Oliver and Clarissa Pease
ORIGINS

OLIVER

PEASE was born January 11, 1771, five years before the Declaration of

Independence, and died January 22, 1867 in Troupsburg, New York. His wife Clarissa (maiden
name unknown) was born October 17, 1776.1 A family legend claims Clarissa was an Indian
princess.
Oliver and Clarissa Pease’s seven children according to the family Bible.
1. Abigail D.: b. Oct. 5, 1795 in Connecticut; d. Nov. 1815.
2. Abraham: b. Apr. 10, 1796 in Connecticut; d. Jul. 16, 1878 at Westfield, Pennsylvania,2
m. Cynthia Bowen.
3. Elizabeth: b. Feb. 3, 1797 in Connecticut.
4. Oliver Perry: b. May 20, 1800 in Easton, Washington Co., New York; m. Huldah Bowen
(sister of Cynthia, wife of Abraham Pease) May 28, 1822, Deerfield, Tioga Co.,
Pennsylvania; d. Feb. 1877 at Academy Corners, Pennsylvania.
5. Ezra Silas: b. Jun. 22, 1803.
6. William: b. 1806.
7. Lydia: b. Nov. 17, 1808.3
Oliver and Clarissa lived in Connecticut until after their first three children were born: Abigail,
Abraham, and Elizabeth. Before May 1800 they moved to Easton, Washington County, New
York where Oliver Perry was born.4 The family remained in Easton at least through 1810.5 In
1816 the family settled in Jasper, Steuben County, New York.6 According to tradition, they
traveled by way of the Mohawk trail.7
The Mohawk Trail linking Boston and Albany, New York must be distinguished from the
Mohawk Trail of New York, which extended entirely across the state to Fort Niagara, near
Buffalo. The latter had originally been an Indian footpath, known as the Iroquois Trail. In 1794
the New York State Legislature authorized the construction of the Great Genesee Road along this
trail between Fort Schuyler (modern Utica) and Canawaugus (modern Caledonia) on the Genesee
River. The intent was to assist settlers in reaching the New Military Tract, a 4,000 square mile
area. This region had been set aside for New York Revolutionary War veterans, allowing 500
acres of bounty land each to pay for their service. The road construction was spotty and in places
incomplete. In 1800 the Legislature chartered the Seneca Road Company to charge tolls
(originally six cents per mile) for improving the road. This “Seneca Turnpike” was completed in
1808 and spanned the 157 miles from Utica to Canandaigua.8
Oliver and family likely traveled along the Seneca Turnpike before turning south toward their
destination in Steuben County. They may have branched off at Geneva, traveled along Seneca
Lake, and then cross country through Corning, and west to Jasper. Alternatively, they may have
branched off further along at Canandaigua, traveling south along Canandaigua Lake and then
southwest through Bath to Jasper.
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What follows is a description of Jasper in the fall of 1807, just nine years before the arrival of the
Pease family.
A person standing upon the highland in the northern part of Jasper, and looking
to the south and east, would have been greeted with a sight which once seen is
never to be forgotten. Far off down the valley, the bright green tops of the tall
pines floated lazily in the light breeze, their giant trunks revealed in the lowlands
nearer by, then blending in the distance like the green of growing grain, covered
the entire valley, extending in groups part way up the hill-sides where the yellow
of the beech and maple fringed the higher land, while dark-blue strips of hemlock
extended up the narrow valleys on either side and became finally lost in the
golden glow of autumn, far out over the hills. Away off to the south, beyond a
fringe of pines higher than the rest rises a thin blue smoke, perhaps the camp-fire
of some roving hunter.
Let us descend into the valley in our course towards it. On either side of the
narrow ridge the ground, covered with a soft brown carpet of pine leaves,
descends into the swampy level of the higher lands where the waters from
numerous hill-side springs gather to form the little brook which flows down
through the valley. The woods are alive with birds and squirrels. A breaking twig
startles a herd of deer, and with a snort of alarm, they rapidly disappear among
the tall pines, their clattering hoofs breaking the stillness of the forest with a
startling sound. Following the course of the little brook the sound of the woodman’s axe breaks the stillness, and leads us over a slight hill to the south. As we
reach the ascent, light shines through the open trees and reveals a short distance
ahead a small clearing in which a man is busily trimming the limbs from a tall
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pine upon whose fallen trunk he stands. A few rods beyond is the little cabin. The
smoke which led us here rises in lazy wreaths from a burning log, beside which
stands the large old-fashioned bake-kettle perched high upon its iron legs and its
lid covered with smoldering ashes. Nearby stands a pail with one long stave
extending upward for a handle, and over the fire swings a blackened copper
kettle. As we enter the opening the chopper, a large, muscular man with bare
arms and open collar thrown away from his breast, descends from his high perch,
and bidding us welcome with a strong German accent, leads the way to his cabin.
This man is Nicholas Prutsman, and the little blackened acre, half filled with
stumps and surrounded with a rude fence of logs and poles is the first cleared
land in the town of Jasper.9
Standing at the top of “The Gully,” May 2013, reading aloud the description of Jasper in 1807 we
heard the restlessness of the birds and the wind in the trees. Changes have occurred from the
Jasper of 1807 to the Jasper of today. The tall pines with their giant trunks are gone, and with
them have gone the beech and the dark-blue hemlocks, cut down to make room for farming. In
their places stand the maple, which cover the valleys, the ridges and tops of the hills separating
one farm from another. Jasper itself remains a very small village.
Oliver Pease and his family were the nineteenth family to settle in what later became Jasper
Township.10 The History of Steuben County recounts that Oliver Pease first settled “in 1816,
where Wyckoff’s tavern became a favorite resort, in the west part of the town, near the deep dark
ravine known as the Gully.”11
The first town meeting held in Jasper was at the home of Andrew Simpson, the first Tuesday in
March, 1827, two months after the township of Jasper was established.12 Oliver Pease, Sr., along
with three others were elected as Assessors.13 Later that same year he was elected Justice of the
Peace.14
According to the History of Steuben County, “Occasional meetings [church services] were held at
the school-house in the Chenango Settlement soon after its erection in 1839 “… Oliver Pease and
wife were among the first members.”15 This must have been Oliver, Sr. since Oliver, Jr. was
living in Westfield, Tioga County, Pennsylvania in 1838, and for a few years afterwards.
By the 1840 U.S. Federal Census, Oliver, Sr. and Clarissa no longer resided in Jasper, while their
sons Abraham and Oliver were living in Westfield, Tioga County, Pennsylvania with their
families. It is almost impossible to find where Oliver and Clarissa moved as the 1790 through
1840 censuses name only the head of the household while other members are enumerated as
males or females. The wife is not named, being included among the females; without the wife’s
name it is difficult to distinguish one Oliver Pease from another. The 1840’s census lists several
Oliver Peases living on the east coast.

FAMILY LEGENDS

IN ADDITION to confusion between “Oliver, Sr.,” and “Oliver, Jr.” other mysteries remain.
One such is whether Oliver, Sr.’s wife, Clarissa, was indeed an Indian chief’s daughter. The lone
record of this is a newspaper article by Mrs. Hubert Pease, “He [Fellows David Pease’s] was a
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quarter blood Indian himself, his grandfather [Oliver, Sr.] having married an Indian chief’s
daughter on the east coast shortly after his arrival in America from England.” 16
A larger question: Is our ancestor the John Pease of Great Baddow, England, and later Martha’s
Vineyard?
The Dictionary of American Family Names seems to suggest that all Pease families in the United
States are descended from John Pease:
“Forebears: Robert and John Pease came from Great Baddow, Essex, England, to
Salem, Massachusetts, in 1634. In 1644 Robert died, leaving a son (also called
Robert) who was apprenticed as a weaver in Salem. By 1646 John Pease was
living in Martha’s Vineyard.”17
The word “forbears” implies that all Pease families in the United States descend from this John
Pease.
Add to this saga a story recorded by Tom Stout. In the following quote, Major Pease is Fellows
David Pease, grandson of Oliver Pease, Sr., and son of Oliver Pease, Jr.
“Major Pease was born in Tioga County, Pennsylvania, March 16, 1834. His
father, Oliver Pease, was descended from an Englishman who with two brothers
were followers of Oliver Cromwell, and at the downfall of their leader the two
were imprisoned. They were released by their sailor brother and brought to
America, landing on the Island of Martha’s Vineyard. The sailor brother married
with the daughter of a chief of a tribe of Indians on the Atlantic coast, and from
this union descended Oliver Pease, according to family tradition.”18
In the History of Martha’s Vineyard by Dr. Charles Edward Banks, we discover an alternate
narrative. Dr. Banks knew that Harriet Marshall Pease and her deceased father Richard L. Pease
of Martha’s Vineyard had collected their family genealogy. He secured from Miss Pease a
promise to prepare a genealogy of the family from her own documents and limited his work to
gathering other material that might have been missed. Shortly before her death he compared his
notes with hers. Receiving her agreement he combined hers, her father’s, and his own research.19
Pursuing this further, Dr. Banks traveled to England to enquire after several of the first families
on Martha’s Vineyard. His focus was to explore the Pease family to distinguish between legend
and actual history of Edgartown, Martha’s Vineyard. In particular he wished to establish whether
John Pease of Great Baddow, County Essex, England is the same as John Pease of Salem, Essex
County, Massachusetts.20 In brief, he learned this: John, with his brother Robert, and Robert’s
son Robert, left England on the ship Francis, November 1634, landing in Boston. A land record
dated early 1637 shows them living in Salem, Massachusetts.21 The elder Robert died November
3, 1644 in Salem.22 John left Salem for Martha’s Vineyard about 1644.23 His nephew, the younger
Robert, a weaver, came to Martha’s Vineyard in 1656.24
The question then is whether the claim “Oliver Pease was descended from the sailor whose
brothers were followers of Cromwell” meshes with the other claim that he is descended from
John Pease who settled in Martha’s Vineyard? In their careful documentation of the families on
Martha’s Vineyard, Harriet and Richard Pease made no mention of the landing of three Pease
brothers after 1658, the year that Oliver Cromwell died. If the three followers of Cromwell had
landed on Martha’s Vineyard, it would be a proud tale and remembered.
From Dr. Banks’s research we can conclude John Pease could not have been the sailor brother
because he arrived on Martha’s Vineyard before the rise of Oliver Cromwell. John Pease left
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England, landing in Boston in 1634, and moved to Martha’s Vineyard in 1644, the same year
Cromwell began his military career, which launched the English Civil War. Cromwell raised a
cavalry of troops known as the Ironsides Cavalry. In 1644 at the battle of Marston Moor he
defeated King Charles I and became both the leader of the Parliamentarian cause and the
commander of the Roundheads. He ruled England from 1653 until his death in 1658. The claim
“at the downfall of their leader the two [brothers] were imprisoned” could only have happened
after the death of Cromwell, sometime in 1658.
A connected question: Is Barzillai Pease, a descendent of John Pease, in our Pease line? Others
researching our family line have claimed that Barzillai is the father of our Oliver, Sr.
Dr. Banks lists nearly 500 Pease names born on Martha’s Vineyard during the period 1641 to
1800, of which Barzillai is number 346. He married Deborah Coffin about 1772 and they had
seven children: Barzillai, Jr. b. 1773, Ambrose b. 1776, Leonard b. 1781, Deborah b. 1783,
Jerusha b. 1786, Rachel b. October 1787, and Hepsibah b. 1780. (Hepsibah’s birthdate is either
incorrect or she was listed out of order). Banks writes that the family of the elder Barzillai moved
to Easton, New York25 where he is listed as head of household in the 1790 Federal Census in
Easton, Washington County, New York. Barzillai and Deborah named none of their sons Oliver.
Indeed, not one of the Pease children born on the island was named Oliver. While he may be
descended from a family that left Martha’s Vineyard, there is no evidence that Oliver is a son of
Barzillai.
It is disappointing we can’t trace our family back to John Pease. Without knowing the identity of
Oliver Pease’s father it is impossible to state conclusively that his ancestors were from Martha’s
Vineyard. Yet, we are left with the best part of the legend: two brothers, who were followers of
Oliver Cromwell, were imprisoned and somehow released by their sailor brother. The three came
to America and the sailor married an Indian princess. According to the legend, we are descended
from the sailor brother. It would seem that our Pease family line is distinct from the lineage of
John Pease of Martha’s Vineyard.
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II
Oliver Perry Pease
Huldah Bowen
ORIGINS

OLIVER PERRY PEASE was born May 22, 1800, in Easton, Washington County, New
York. His parents were Oliver and Clarissa Pease.1 He died February 4, 1877.2
Huldah Bowen, was born May 8,
1804, at Exeter, Otsego Co., New
York, the fifth child of Emmer and
Huldah Howland Bowen.3 She was of
Welsh descent. Her mother, Huldah
Howland, claimed to be a direct
descendant of John Howland who
came to America on the Mayflower.4
This possibility will be discussed
later. Oliver and Huldah were
married, May 28, 1822, at Deerfield
Township,
Tioga
County,
Pennsylvania.5 She died August 17,
1891.6

Oliver and Huldah7

Oliver and Huldah had fifteen children:
1. Samuel: b. Jan. 27, 1824 at Jasper, Steuben Co., New York; d. Apr. 6, 1824; bur. Troupsburg,
New York.
2. Abigail D.: b. Apr. 5, 1825 at Jasper, Steuben Co., New York; m. Wilson Husted, Jul. 16,
18488 at Troupsburg, Steuben Co. New York, d. May 13, 1909 at Livingston Park,
Montana; bur. beside her husband at Osakis, Douglas Co., Minnesota.
3. Benjamin Salisbury: b. Nov. 1826 at Jasper, Steuben Co., New York; m. Roxy Williams,
March 1852, in Steuben Co., New York; d. Jul. 21, 1904 at Ellensburg, Washington; bur.
at Thorp Cemetery, Washington.
4. Susannah: b. 1827 at Jasper, Steuben Co., New York; m. Nelson Burdick; d. Apr. 14, 1882 at
Westfield, Tioga Co., Pennsylvania.
5. Miriam: b. Dec. 4, 1829 at Jasper, Steuben Co., New York; m. William Carpenter, 1848; d.
Aug. 7, 1900 at Woodhull, Steuben Co., New York.
6. Clarissa Jane: b. Jun. 23, 1831 at Jasper, Steuben Co., New York; m. Joel Everett, 1852; d.
Sep. 13, 1900 at Oregon, Lapeer Co., Michigan.
7. Cynthia S.: b. 1833 at Jasper, Steuben Co., New York; m. Levi B. Moore, about 1854 in
Steuben Co., New York.
8. Fellows David: b. Mar. 16, 1834 at Jasper, Steuben Co., New York; m. Margaret Wallace,
Aug. 25, 1859; d. Oct. 20, 1920 at Medford, Oregon; bur. at Absarokee, Montana.
9. Elizabeth Ann (“Betsey”): b. Oct. 24, 1836, at Jasper, Steuben Co., New York; m. Frank
Reynolds; d. Oct. 12, 1913 at Alexandria, Minnesota.
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10. Emmer Bowen: b. 1838 at Westfield, Tioga Co., Pennsylvania.
11. Ashbel Monroe: b. Jun. 1, 1842 at Westfield, Tioga Co., Pennsylvania; d. Feb. 27, 1862 at
Washington D.C.; bur. at Soldiers Home National Cemetery.9
12. Laetus Ezra: b. Jul. 31, 1844, at Westfield, Tioga Co., Pennsylvania; d. Sep. 17, 1862
(Antietam, battlefield, Maryland).10
13. Mary Lavantia: b. Jun. 27, 1846 at Troupsburg, Steuben Co., New York; d. Mar. 17, 1859 at
Blue Earth, Minnesota.
14. Walter Leonard (twin): b. Jul. 24, 1848 at Troupsburg, New York; m. Francis Smith, Jan. 21,
1875;11 d. Jul. 29, 1933 at Avoca, New York.
15. Wallace (twin): b. July 24, 1848 at Troupsburg, New York; d. Oct. 27, 1848 at Troupsburg,
New York.12
A common practice in those bygone days was to name children after their uncles and aunts. Of
the preceding fifteen, six were named after Huldah Bowen’s siblings: Cynthia, Samuel, Miriam,
Susannah, and Benjamin Salisbury. One was named after Huldah’s brother-in-law Ashbel
Monroe.13 Two were named after Oliver’s siblings: Abigail and Elizabeth. Finally, Emmer was
named for Huldah’s father and Clarissa for Oliver’s mother.

ON THE MOVE

ACCORDING TO TRADITION Oliver came with his family to Jasper, Steuben County,
New York by way of the Mohawk Trail in the Mohawk Valley.14 In 1820 he purchased 100 acres
of land from the Chambers Estate, in Deerfield Township, Tioga County, Pennsylvania. Located
on the land were a grist mill and the first frame house in Tioga County, built by Nathaniel Mann
in 1813. A few years later Oliver traded the Chambers Estate for the sixty acres of land his
brother Abraham had bought from Ezra Bowen (Huldah and Cynthia’s grandfather).15 Oliver
married Huldah Bowen, May 28, 1822.
Huldah was the daughter of Emmer Bowen and Huldah Howland. Her father, a Quaker, was the
son of Ezra Bowen. The family lived in Douglas, Massachusetts where Emmer built a school
house in 1795 at Wallum Pond (now called Wallum Lake). In 1804 they moved to Otsego
County, New York, and purchased sixty-seven acres of land. In 1806 they sold their land and
moved to Deerfield Township, Tioga County, Pennsylvania, becoming among the first settlers in
the area. Emmer and Huldah Bowen are buried at Knoxville, Pennsylvania.16
Over the course of their marriage Oliver and Huldah moved at least six times, based on the
birthplaces of their children and census records. They were married at Deerfield, Pennsylvania;
their first son Samuel was born at Jasper, New York; their tenth child Emmer was born 1838 at
Westfield, Tioga County, Pennsylvania; thirteenth child Mary was born at Troupsburg, Steuben
County, New York. The 1857 Minnesota, Territorial and the 1860 United States Federal Census
list the family at Blue Earth, Minnesota, where their son Benjamin and his family were living.
Their daughter Mary Lavantia died there at age thirteen. By the 1870 census, Oliver and Huldah
had returned to the east to Deerfield, Pennsylvania. They were seventy and sixty-six and still
farming. Their final move took them to Academy Corners, Pennsylvania, where they lived in a
house left to Huldah by her father Emmer Bowen.17
In the 1850 Farm Census (which took place every decade) Oliver owned eighty acres of improved
land and thirty-eight acres of unimproved land. The cash value of the land was two thousand
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dollars and the value of his farm machinery and implements was one hundred dollars. He owned
two horses, seven “milch” cows, two working oxen and four other cattle as well as nineteen sheep
and five swine. The value of his livestock was four hundred and forty-nine dollars. That year his
land produced one hundred and forty bushels of wheat, fifty bushels of Indian corn and one
hundred bushels of oats.
Gravestone of Oliver Perry Pease, his
wife Huldah and some of their
children, Chenango Cemetery,
Troupsburg, New York.

Left side

Right side

Oliver died in 1877. His tombstone reads, “Oliver Pease, Spouse of Huldah, born May 22, 1800,
died February 4, 1877.” After his death, Huldah lived with their son Walter and his family;18 she
passed away in 1891. The same stone reads, “Huldah Pease, Spouse of Oliver, born May 18, 1808
and died August 17, 1891.”19 The stone also chronicles the deaths of all the children who
preceded them in death. On one side are the names Samuel 1821, Wallace 1848, and Leatus 1862,
and the opposite side are Ashbel 1862, Lavantia 1859 and Susan 1882. To the left of the
tombstone is a small deteriorating stone with almost illegible words; with persistence one can
read “Wallace Pease.” Chenango Cemetery is on Cook Hollow Road, Troupsburg, across from
the Baptist Church.
Of the names on the tombstone, Oliver and Huldah are probably the only ones buried there.
Samuel died in Jasper fifty-three years earlier than his father, Wallace twenty-nine years earlier
(Troupsburg), Leatus fifteen years earlier, (Antietam battlefield), Ashbel fifteen years earlier
(Washington, D.C.), and Lavantia eighteen years earlier (Minnesota). Only Susannah died later
(three years), in Westfield. Of the fifteen children, five of them preceded their father in death.
Might it be that Walter, the youngest son and the twin brother of Wallace, brought together on
one tombstone the names of his parents, brothers and sisters? Here they are memorialized in one
place next to their son and brother Wallace, who is buried at the Chenango Cemetery.
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ARDENT METHODIST

OLIVER’S SON, Benjamin Salisbury, remembers his father as an “ardent Methodist” and
Ruling Elder of that Church for nearly half a century.”20 The word “ardent” connotes passionate,
vehement, eager, intensely enthusiastic, burning, a flame. This description fits the passion of the
Second Great Awakening, marked by historians as beginning in the late eighteenth century and
lasting until the middle of the nineteenth. While the Awakening occurred throughout the United
States, its center was western New York, a locale that became known as the “Burned-Over
District.” Charles G. Finney described the “burnt district” as an area in central and western New
York State that had been so heavily evangelized as to leave no “fuel” [unconverted population] to
“burn” [convert].21 Western New York was still a frontier in which educated clergy were scarce.
The Awakening produced a number of innovative religions including The Latter Day Saints, The
Millerites, and The Shakers.22 The Awakening drew many into mainline Protestant Churches as
well23 and may have been what attracted Oliver and his wife to the Methodist Episcopal Church.24

THE PEASE CHILDREN

THE NINETEENTH century in America was marked by the opening of the west and the
Civil War. Oliver and Huldah’s children participated in both. Abigail, and her husband Wilson
Husted lived in Minnesota and she moved to Montana after Wilson’s death. Benjamin and his
wife Roxy pioneered in Iowa, Minnesota Territory
and Washington Territory. Clarissa and husband Joel
Everett went as far west as Michigan. Fellows David
married an Indian woman, Margaret Wallace. They
were among the first to settle in what later became
Montana Territory. Elizabeth married Frank
Reynolds; they pioneered as far west as Minnesota.
Walter probably went west with Benjamin and his
family in 1863 when the family returned to
Minnesota. Years later he moved back to New York
and married Francis (Frank) Smith. During the Civil
War Ashbel and Laetus served in Berdan’s United
States Sharpshooters in the Army of the Potomac, 2nd
Regiment, Company C.

Abigail Pease Husted and two granddaughters; one of whom is Wiletta Husted25
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III
Benjamin Salisbury Pease
Roxy Louisa Williams
ORIGINS

BENJAMIN SALISBURY PEASE, the third child of Oliver Perry Pease and Huldah
Bowen, was born November 1826 in Jasper, Steuben County, New York. He married Roxy
Louisa Williams March 1852 in Steuben County, New York. Roxy, the seventh child of John
Allsworth Williams and Nancy Thompson, was born August 28, 1832 at Spencer, Tioga County,
New York.
Benjamin and Roxy had seven children:
1. Edgar Samuel: b. Sep. 5, 1853 at Woodhull, Steuben Co., New York; m. Rebecca Louise
Logan, Nov. 14, 1870; d. May 2, 1930.
2. Emily: b. 1855 near Mason City, Cerro Gordo Co., Iowa; d. before 1870 census.
3. John: b. 1858 near Alexandria, Douglas Co., Minnesota; d. before 1870 census.
4. Perry L.: b. May 11, 1861 near Alexandria, Douglas Co., Minnesota; m. Mary Helen Page,
Oct. 18, 1886; d. Feb. 11, 1933.
5. Ella Irene: b. Dec 21, 1862, Sauk Center, Stearns Co., Minnesota; m. John Waggoner, Jul.
28, 1886; d. Jul. 26, 1928.
6. Burt: b. June 12, 1865, Douglas Co., Minnesota; m. Emma Rita Paynor, Jul. 7, 1889, d. Mar.
3, 1943.
7. Clara LeNora (Nora): b. Dec. 14, 1875, Parkers Prairie, Ottertail Co., Minnesota; m. George
Burlingham, Dec. 14, 1899; d. Oct. 13, 1951.1

THE PIONEER

BENJAMIN was born in New York State but received his education and learned the trade of
carpentry in Pennsylvania.2 He had an adventurous spirit as proved by his later history. His son
Burt described him as “a lover of the pioneer life, living on the edge of civilization”. 3 The 1850
census Federal Census found him in Wisconsin working as a carpenter and joiner.4 About the age
of twenty-five he was back in New York State, where he married Roxy Williams in 1852. Their
first child Edgar was born a year later. Their six successive children were born in three different
states, all before their final migration that took the family all the way to the Pacific frontier.
In about 1855 Benjamin and Roxy with their son Edgar set out for the west. Expanding rail travel
made it easy enough to get to the borders of the frontier. By this time, seven railroad lines
connected Chicago to various points on the Mississippi River. Along the river itself, steamboats
traveled with growing regularity. While the Peases likely traveled by rail to the end of the line,
possibly to Galena on the Mississippi, they still had to cross that mighty river and travel another
150 miles or so to where they settled on the prairies of north central Iowa. At that time Iowa had
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been a state only nine years. May 15,
1855 Benjamin purchased forty acres
of land in Cerro Gordo County, near
Mason City.5 This was scarcely twenty
miles south of the border with
Minnesota territory. Their daughter
Emily was born this same year.6

Mason City

Summers can be hot in Iowa, but the
onset of winter banished all thoughts
of warmer days. What follows is a
record of a blizzard that took place
during the Pease family’s first winter.

20 miles

Come December, snow had
Map of modern north-central Iowa.
blanketed the prairies. The
morning of December 1 dawned cloudless and gave no indication of what would
follow. By midmorning a faint haze appeared on the western horizon and the
wind began to rise. By noon the snow had begun to fall and with increasing
rapidity, the wind rising with it. By 4 o’clock “the infantry of the snow and the
cavalry of the wild blast,” riding on the winds of an Arctic hurricane were
sweeping the plains with the destructive ferocity of the scourge of God. For three
days and nights the storm roared and shrieked and bellowed, threatening to
unroof the shake-covered log cabins, filling up ravines, and piling up great white
mounds around eddying corners, covering hay stacks, wood piles, and out
buildings. At the end came the calm and the counting of the cost. Many people
had to tunnel through the snow to get from their homes to barns, pig pens, and
hen houses. Much livestock was frozen to death.7
The Peases had been on their land only six and a half months. Unfortunately, the great blizzard of
December 1855 was not the last of winter woes. “During the winter of either 1856 or 1857 a
heavy rain fell on the snow, freezing to form a perfectly smooth crust of ice from one-half inch to
more than an inch in thickness. Except near trees and bushes the crust would bear up a man, and
in some places even a team and its load. The ‘winter of the crust’ also meant doom for the big
game of the county. Shortsighted men slaughtered the plentiful deer and elk bogged down in the
crust. It marked the end of big game in the county.”8 Benjamin and family had left Iowa by
October 1857, but may well have experienced the “winter of the crust” before moving north into
Minnesota.9
Much of southern Minnesota had opened to white settlement in 1851 as a result of the Traverse
des Sioux and Mendota Treaties. According to the terms of the former treaty, the Indians were
restricted to the new “Lower Sioux Agency,” a strip along the Minnesota River about 140 miles
long and 20 miles wide.10 In return the government promised the Sioux a cash settlement of 1.4
million dollars. Agricultural potential attracted many settlers to Blue Earth County in the 1850s
and 1860s. The big land rush years of 1854 – 1857 saw more people settling on farms than in
towns. They arrived by steamboat, covered wagon, stagecoach and later by train.11
The Minnesota Territorial and State Census of 1857 lists among the residents of Blue Earth
County: Benjamin and his family, seven of his siblings, and their parents Oliver and Huldah.12
Roxy and children Edgar and Emily are also listed but further down the census sheet. Benjamin
and Roxy’s second son John was born in 1859.13
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Minnesota Territory applied for statehood in January 1858. The process was delayed with the
United States Congress embroiled in the battle of whether Kansas should be admitted into the
Union as a free or slave state. Even so Minnesota was admitted as the 32nd state in the union, May
11 of that year. By 1860 Benjamin and his family had moved again, this time settling in westcentral Minnesota near Alexandria, Douglas County. The county had been organized on March 8,
1858, two months before statehood. Benjamin’s son Edgar writes, “Their nearest neighbors were
twenty-five miles away and the nearest grist mill was seventy miles distant. It took three years
before an adequate number of settlers had moved into the area for a school to be founded. It was
at this school Edgar began his formal education.”14
The town of Alexandria was founded when two brothers Alexander and William Kinkead from
Delaware formed a town site company with five other men in 1858. A United States Post Office
was established in Alexander’s log house in 1859 and he served as the town’s first Postmaster.
His brother William had been commissioned to lead a survey and establish a government road
that would give direct passage from the river port of St. Cloud to Fort Abercrombie just beyond
the state’s western border, near what is now the town of Breckenridge, North Dakota. That same
year army troops cut a trail through the brush, woods and prairie to create a primitive road. The
Burbank Stage from St. Cloud followed the trail. Alexandria was on the stage line.15
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INDIAN TROUBLE

DOUGLAS COUNTY was roughly between the Sioux lands on the prairie to the southwest
and the Chippewa lands in the woods to the northeast. The 1851 treaty between the Sioux and the
U.S. government restricted them to a strip of land twenty miles wide along the Minnesota River
from above New Ulm in south central Minnesota to Lake Traverse on the territory’s western
border. In return the government guaranteed the tribe certain annuity supplies. Unfortunately,
with the Civil War underway, the promises to the Sioux were neglected. Naturally this prompted
growing dissatisfaction in the tribe. They were well aware that many young able-bodied settlers
had left the frontier to fight in the Civil War, reducing the manpower at local garrisons.16 Treaties
not kept, young men gone, and under-manned forts gave the opportunity for dissatisfaction to boil
into revolt.
The outbreak occurred at multiple locations in the Minnesota River valley in August 1862. One
attack hit the Indian agency storehouse at Redwood, where five thousand Sioux had gathered,
awaiting the distribution of the delayed treaty annuity supplies. They overpowered the garrison
and seized the commissary goods, but did no other damage. A few days later a small party of
hunters, having been refused food at a settler’s cabin, massacred the family. Emboldened, the
Sioux began a general massacre of settlers and Christianized Indians. Within a week almost every
settlement in southern Minnesota was obliterated with most of the inhabitants fleeing or
massacred.17
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Douglas County, where the Pease family lived, was 100 miles north-northwest of New Ulm.
Messengers arrived in Alexandria by stagecoach telling of attacks in Litchfield, Meeker County,
which was much closer to the Pease home. They also reported that settlers had been killed by a
raid in the Dakota Territories, and that the Indians had declared war on the whites in Minnesota.
Reaction was quick: virtually all of the new settlers fled for their lives, some on foot, others on
horseback or ox cart, to the more populous communities of Sauk Centre and St. Cloud. They
simply abandoned their homes and belongings. Most of the families never returned.18
Prior to the uprising, Douglas County had been relatively unpopulated. The census of 1860 listed
seventy-one men in the county, thirty-five married, and seventy-eight children. Most of the
earliest settlers were in their twenties and thirties and were from New England.19
Determined attacks by the Sioux continued in the south upon Fort Ridgely and upon the larger
settlement of New Ulm. A strong force of volunteers repulsed these attacks. By September a
force of 1500 regulars and volunteers had gathered. They defeated the Sioux forces in two
engagements, after which most surrendered. In the end 800 settlers had been slaughtered. Of the
captured Indians, 300 were sentenced to be hanged. President Lincoln intervened to reduce the
number to 38. Even so the public execution on December 26, 1862 was the largest mass
execution in the history of the United States.20
Edgar Pease recounted a travelogue of terror as the family, in search of security and stability,
moved four times in the space of two years. “When the attack took place most of the settlers were
driven out of Douglas County. Some settlers attempted to erect a stockade, but too many were
faint hearted and the effort was abandoned.”21 Kendal Lehman writes: “an area meeting was held
and it was decided that women and children should go to Sauk Centre or St. Cloud. After taking
their families to towns where they would be safer, some of the men attempted to return to
Douglas County, but one of the men was killed by Indians in a surprise attack.”22
At the time of the Sioux uprising Benjamin and Roxy were expecting their fifth child. They
moved a few miles east to Sauk Center in Stearns County23 to escape the horror. Their daughter
Ella was born there December 21, 1862.24 In need of greater safety they moved again further east
to St. Cloud, Stearns County, where they spent the winter of 1862-63. In spring the family moved
back to the East, remaining a few months. In the fall the family returned to Minnesota, residing
briefly in Sauk Center before arriving back in Douglas County in February 1864.25 The Indian
trouble was over, but it had emptied the region of settlers. Benjamin and Roxy found the town of
Alexandria deserted.26 Burt, their sixth child was born June 12, 1865.27 They purchased additional
land the following spring.28

UNSETTLED SETTLED LIFE

THREE YEARS after their return to Minnesota the call of the frontier struck again. In 1867
Benjamin and Roxy sold out and headed west for Washington Territory. Trouble sprang up in the
immigrant party, and its westward journey ended after reaching Fort Ransom, Dakota Territory.29
At that point they had covered less than 150 of the 2,000 or so miles to their intended destination.
Frustrated, the family returned to Minnesota, this time purchasing land in Otter Tail County to the
north of their previous home in Douglas County. They were the first family of settlers in this part
of the county, but others soon followed. Two years later, January 4, 1870, Benjamin and twenty
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others, who had arrived after him, gathered and petitioned to organize a township. As the first
settler Benjamin had the privilege of naming the township; he named it Jasper after his birthplace
in New York State. His youngest brother Walter was among the signers of this petition.30 He must
have accompanied the family in 1864 when they returned from the east. The 1870 U.S. Federal
Census lists him as residing with Benjamin.
The farm census was also taken in 1870, the U.S. Federal Census Schedule 3 – Production of
Agriculture. In this census we learn Benjamin and Roxy owned 160 acres of land. Their crops and
the harvest in bushels were listed as spring wheat 164, Indian corn 50, oats 150, and Buckwheat
100. They owned eight horses, three milch cows, and one pig.31
Three years later the township was renamed in memory of an original surveyor of the region. In
1867 a survey party out of Osakis (a few miles east of Alexandria, led by Warren Adley, blazed a
trail to Otter Tail County through dense timber and marsh. One member of the party, a Mr.
Parker, climbed a tree and sighted an open prairie in the distance. On their return Parker and
another man drowned while fording the Long Prairie River. Jasper was renamed Parkers Prairie
on March 1, 187332 in his memory.
Although the years that followed were peaceful, new troubles came that might have stirred the
restless spirit of pioneers like Benjamin and Roxy. One settler complained, “As the winter season
began few people remained to abide through the winter. As I recall that period, it was a long
loathsome cold winter with three feet of snow, without roads or communication with the outside
world or anyone else.”33 Hard winters weren’t the only difficulty. Beginning in 1873 and over the
next five years, infestations of locusts, known as “The Great Grasshopper Invasion,” struck
repeatedly; leaving ruined crops in their wake.34 By 1875 Benjamin had had enough. On top of all
the other troubles, their eight years in Parkers Prairie had seen the land filled with settlers. It was
time for him, ever the pioneer, to move once again. Leaving his family, he embarked on a long
journey to the far west in search of a new home. Two and a half years passed before the family
resettled permanently.

WESTWARD HO

ROXY was pregnant with their seventh child when her husband left for the west. Clara Lenora
was born December 21, 1875.35 Decades later, Benjamin and Roxy’s son Burt wrote a short
synopsis of his father’s journey in a letter to his daughter Ethel Hodgson, dated September 1,
1940. “Benjamin Pease left Minnesota in the spring of 1875, setting out with five ox-teams and
three wagon loads of flour. Going by way of Saskatchewan country and Fort Edmonton in
Canada, they wintered and trapped in the Rocky Mountains.”36
Benjamin’s westward journey passed through Canada rather than the more direct wagon route
through the Dakotas that he had attempted eight years earlier. This may have been because of
mounting Indian trouble in the American west. Benjamin could hardly have forgotten his family’s
experience during an earlier massacre by the Sioux. Custer’s massacre occurred only a year later
at the hands of another branch of the same tribe. Supporting this suggestion is a remark in his
biography “he crossed the plains without trouble from the Indians.”37 Traveling into Canada with
several ox teams, Benjamin’s companions must have followed one of the Red River Trails
leading to Fort Garry. Between 1820 and 1872, before the arrival of railroads, these trails were
the main connection between St. Paul and the Canadian frontier settlements south of Lake
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Winnipeg. The rough-rutted trails
stretched across western Minnesota to
Pembina, North Dakota, then on to the
sprawling Hudson’s Bay Company post
at Fort Garry, Manitoba (formerly the
Red River Colony, and later Winnipeg).
The two-wheeled Red River ox-carts
pulled by horses or oxen often formed
trains numbering in the hundreds. The
screeching of wooden wheels turning on
ungreased wooden axles could be heard
Red River carts.38
for miles. On their northward journey
into Canada the carts carried cloth, food,
ammunition, and other manufactured goods to settlements clustered along the lower Red River.
Returning south they were piled high with hides.38
During the 19th Century the path between Fort Garry and Fort Edmonton was the Carlton Trail.
This was the primary land route connecting the various regions of the Canadian Northwest. The
distance from Fort Garry to Fort Edmonton is roughly 900 miles.39
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Benjamin’s (1875-77) and Roxy’s (1877) journeys west.

Burt’s letter continues: “Benjamin and his companions spent the winter of 1875-76 trapping in
the Rocky Mountains. Come spring they traveled down the Kootenai River from its source.” The
Kootenai is the northernmost major tributary of the Columbia River, flowing from its source in
British Columbia, through Montana, and Idaho and then back into Canada. It is one of the few
rivers in North America that crosses the border twice.
Benjamin entered Washington Territory from the north: Burt wrote: “Then on to Spokane, Walla
Walla, and down to Tillamook, Oregon.” In so doing he may have followed the Colville and the
Mullan trails, passing Palouse falls, not far from Connell, Washington.40 From Walla Walla to
Tillamook he probably traveled down the Columbia River, observing its wild state long before
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several modern dams were built. Traveling by boat he portaged around Celilo falls. Burt’s letter
continues: “In Tillamook he met the Hutchinsons, who later followed him to Thorp. He went
from Tillamook to Seattle, arriving on Christmas Day [1876]. He left Seattle March 8, 1877,
coming across the Cascades alone on foot with twenty-six dollars and a Winchester, his sole
possession, to start life anew in the beautiful Kittitas Valley with wild flowers and grass in
abundance, a cattleman’s paradise.”
Benjamin probably crossed the Cascades via Snoqualmie Pass along the primitive, unmaintained
wagon road. Lake Washington was a barrier in crossing the pass from Seattle. The north end of
the lake was a swamp and in summer was alive with mosquitoes and disease. The road best
traveled was to Renton, and from there to Ranger’s Prairie (the site of present day North Bend). A
trip across the mountains took three to four days by horse. The wagon road was originally
constructed in 1865.41 Late fall rains and early spring runoff of 1869-1870 made it impassable to
wagons. It was not reconstructed, even in rough form, until 1883.42 Lake Keechelus was another
major barrier on the pass route. In March of 1877 the lake was likely still frozen and Benjamin
either walked the edges or across it. Crier, the Cle Elum newspaper, March 28, 1974, quoted
Benjamin’s grandson, Leonard Pease, as saying, “my granddad came over the pass on snowshoes
in 1875” [1877]. The end of his trail was the community of Thorp, five miles west of Ellensburg
where he purchased land. Benjamin arrived at the Kittitas Valley nine years before Cle Elum was
platted by Walter Reed, July 26, 188643, and two years after Ellensburg was platted by John
Shoudy and his wife Mary Ellen.44
Meanwhile Roxy remained in Minnesota with Perry sixteen, Ella fifteen, Burt eleven, and Nora
two. In November 1877, two and one half years after her husband’s departure, Roxy and the four
children left for the west. Saying good-bye to Edgar and Rebecca (son & daughter-in-law), they
began a long and complicated journey. According to Burt’s letter to his daughter Ethel, they
traveled fifty miles to Melrose, Minnesota, the nearest railroad station. The trains took them
through St. Paul, Omaha, Salt Lake City, and on to Sacramento. From Sacramento they travelled
by river boat to San Francisco, by steamer to Portland, and by boat to The Dalles, Oregon, where
they met their husband and father. The Dalles at the time was a roaring frontier town and the
place to purchase supplies.45 Burt’s letter continues: “We went 150 miles by wagon, and reached
the Kittitas Valley on December 6, 1877. Baby sister, Nora, two and one-half years old made this
long journey. Your grandfather was fifty-one and grandma was forty-five when they came to the
Kittitas Valley.”

THE PROMISED LAND

AS THE FAMILY traveled the stage roads to the Kittitas Valley they had many stories to
tell of the past two and a half years they had spent apart. Benjamin probably used the Johnson’s
Daily Stage route begun in the 1870’s as a mail route after Thomas Johnson, Dick Gaunt, and
George Miller received a mail contract. The route began at The Dalles, then by ferry crossed the
Columbia River up the Columbia Hills to the Klickitat valley and on to Goldendale. Then across
the Simcoe Mountain Range via Status Pass and on through to the Yakama Indian Reservation
ending at Yakima. The stage stations were at Happy Home, Goldendale, Summit, Satus Creek
and Toppenish Indian Agency Cattle Ranch.46 It is possible the family found refreshment at the
stage stops as well as fresh horses. At the end of the Johnson’s Daily Stage route they proceeded
on to the Yakima-City-to-Ellensburg Stage route. From Yakima City, the route traveled up the
Naches River and crossed the bridge at J.B. Nelson’s place, then over the hills into Wenas Valley,
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up the Cottonwood Creek to Cotton Station where they possibly changed horses and had a bit to
eat. Back in their wagon they went over Umtanum divide, through Umtanum canyon, over the
hills to Shushuskin Canyon and into the Kittitas valley near the Coleman place. Then up the
valley, where they crossed the Yakima River at Durr Bridge, then along Beeker’s lane to
Ellensburg,47 and from there they traveled west and on to the home Benjamin had built for the
family near Thorp. What joy and awe they must have had on reaching the top of a rise
overlooking the Kittitas Valley and seeing the beautiful flat lands and the snow covered Stuart
Mountain Range in the distance.
When Benjamin settled his family in the Kittitas valley in December 1877, he had at last found
the land where he would remain. In time he farmed one hundred and forty-nine acres, averaging
thirty-five bushels of wheat to the acre. He also put five acres into orchard.48 The property is
located north of today’s intersection of Cove Road and the Thorp Highway.49 It is a beautiful
piece of land with rugged Mt. Stuart and the Stuart Range in the distance.
More than likely Benjamin planted club wheat, the variety popular among the valley’s farmers.
Kittitas Valley wheat was favored by the export market to Hong Kong and Japan.50 “Benjamin
also… was active in the region… in politics a Democrat… a stockholder in the West Side
Irrigating Ditch [canal].”51 The canal was completed in 1889.52
In 1883, six years after the Pease family settled in the Kittitas valley, 3,000 square miles were
carved out of Yakima County to form the new Kittitas County. At that time roughly 4,000
citizens resided in the new county. Its first Board of Commissioners took office in February
1884.53 Later that year they drew the first list of pioneers to serve on juries. Benjamin Pease, an
active man in the community, was selected as a Petit Juror.54
Benjamin and Roxy Pease lived out the last twenty-five years of their lives in Kittitas County.
Their frontier wandering days were over. Roxy died October 30, 1902 and Benjamin July 21,
1904.55 They are buried in the Thorp Cemetery near Thorp.
Amazingly, Roxy had personal property, monies and land to will to her children. In her will,
dated May 18, 1901, she left all her household furniture, beds, bedding, clothing and jewelry to
her daughters Ella and Clare Lenora. One wonders what Benjamin slept on! She left to her
children Edgar $200.00, Perry $400.00, Burt $400.00, Ella $200.00, and to Clare Lenora the
remainder of her personal estate and real property, the latter in both Seattle and Ellensburg. The
Seattle property is at 1245 South Sullivan Street, in the Duwamish area. The Ellensburg property
is presently occupied by retail businesses near Central Washington University. East University
Way on the north side, North Popular Street on the east and East 8th Avenue on the south side
form a triangle around what once was her land as well as several other parcels.56
Less than two years later on his death (July 21, 1904) it seems Benjamin had less to leave his
children. In his will dated June 10, 1904, what he left to Edgar and Clare Lenora is not legible but
it appears to be $1.00 each: specifically the will states, “unto my son Edgar Pease and daughter
Nora [Clara Lenora] Burlingham the sum of ?? Dollar each.” To his children Burt, Perry and Ella
he left the remainder of his estate: no monetary bequest was given.57
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IV
Perry L. Pease
Mary Helen Page
ORIGINS

PERRY, the fourth child of Benjamin and Roxy Pease, was born May 11, 1861 in Sauk
Center, Douglas County, in west-central Minnesota.1
Mary Helen, a daughter of Heman and Rachel Page, was born January 31, 1869 in Council
Grove, Morris County, Kansas.2
Perry and Mary were married October 18, 1886.3 They had nine children.
1. Archie L.: b. Nov. 29, 1887; m. Susan Madash, Jun. 10, 1919; d. May 31, 1950.
2. Ira Franklin: b. Aug. 2, 1891; m. Avis Greer, Oct. 20, 1919; d. Feb. 21, 1958.
3. Grace Roxy: b. Sep. 26, 1893; m. John Pays, Nov. 20, 1917; d. Jul. 27, 1943.
4. Clair Benjamin: b. Oct. 16, 1896; m. Ida M. Allen, Aug. 2, 1944,4 d. Aug. 8, 1957.
5. Nathan Levi: b. Feb. 18, 1899; m. Viola Moon;5 d. May 14, 1984.
6. Ella May: b. Jun. 19, 1902; m. John Nicholas Clees; d. Jul. 29, 1956.
7. Esther Merle: b. Mar. 18, 1904; m. David R. Davis, Nov. 16, 1923; divorced, m.
Luther William Reed, Dec. 24, 1937; d. Dec., 1980.
8. Oliver Kirby: b. Sep. 6, 1909; m. Louise Blair; 6 d. Nov. 9, 1943.
9. Helen Louise: b. Aug. 28, 1911; m. Archie Spain; d. Jan. 15, 1994.7
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Perry & Mary Pease Family. Back row left to right: Clair, Nathan, Ira, Archie, Grace.
Front row left to right: Esther, Ella, Perry, Mary, Oliver. Helen is in front of Perry.

UNSETTLED SETTLERS

PERRY was born, May 11, 1861, in Minnesota to Benjamin and Roxy Pease. At the time
Minnesota had been a state only three years. He had three older siblings: Edgar, eight; Emily,
five; and John, two.
The year of Perry’s birth proved momentous. Two months earlier Lincoln had been inaugurated
as President, followed shortly by the shelling of Fort Sumter, which plunged the nation into the
Civil War. It would draw in two of Perry’s uncles and cost them their lives. On the frontier in
Minnesota, the war might have seemed a distant echo to Perry’s family, but within a few months
of his birth, another war would strike much closer to home.
In August 1862, when Perry was scarcely fifteen months old, the Santee Sioux Indians went on
the warpath against the white settlers. The ensuing massacres, which claimed the lives of several
hundred settlers, became known as the “Minnesota Outbreak”.8 Fleeing the imminent threat, the
Peases abandoned their farm in Douglas County. This was to be the first of four moves within
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two years. Although Federal troops suppressed the Indian uprising within a few months, the
family did not return to the region until 1864.
The story of the refugee family during this turbulent period is given in Edgar’s autobiography.9
The Sioux Indian outbreak occurred in 1862 and most of the settlers were driven out of the
county. The family moved in turn to Sauk Centre and then to St. Cloud, both in Stearns County,
where they spent the winter of 1862. The following spring the family returned to the East where
Perry’s grandparents lived. The fall of 1863 found the family back in Sauk Centre, Minnesota,
and in February 1864, they returned to Douglas County.
Besides caring for the children, ages nine, six, three and eighteen months, Roxy gave birth to
another daughter, Ella, in December 1862 before they fled to the East. Perry’s brother, Burt, was
born in 1866. If such unsettled times were not stress enough, the family also suffered the loss of
two children, John and Emily, before 1870.10 All of these troubles occurred within the first eight
years of young Perry’s life.
While the Indian uprising did not drive the family permanently from their farm, another enemy
may have. Grasshoppers invaded the land every year for five years from 1873 – 1878. Crop
failures caused land prices to plummet. Times were hard.11 By 1875 Benjamin concluded it was
time to move again. Leaving his family, he embarked on a long journey west in search of a new
home. Two and a half years passed before the family was reunited. The older brother, Edgar, had
married a year earlier.12 Thus Benjamin’s departure left Perry, fourteen, as the oldest male in a
household composed of his mother and two younger siblings. Within a few months another sister,
Clara LaNora (Nora), was born.
After a long and meandering journey west, Benjamin settled on land in the Kittitas Valley,
Washington Territory, and sent for his family. Their journey to the new land was much quicker,
but no less complicated than their father’s. They followed a circuitous path, conveyed by wagon,
trains, a sea-going ship and a river boat before arriving at The Dalles where they met Benjamin.
Perry remembers standing in the bow of the boat when the captain handed him a pair of
binoculars. Through the glass he spied his father, a lean man between 135 and 140 pounds,
standing on a rock. “He was dressed like an Indian, wearing a coonskin cap, buckskin suit, and
carrying a musket loader.”13
It must have been a joyful meeting with two and a half years’ worth of adventures to tell and a
new daughter to hug and love. They ferried across the river and into Washington Territory. The
last 150 miles were by wagon, over Satus pass, into the broad valley of the Yakima, up the
Umtanum Canyon and down into the Kittitas Valley. Finally on December 6, 1877 they arrived at
their new home, west of the little community of Thorp in western Yakima County. Perry was
sixteen, his father fifty-one, and his mother forty-five.14

FARMING

O

VER THE NEXT nine years Perry grew from a teenager to a young man while working on
the family farm. He also worked with a surveying team mapping a route for the Northern Pacific
Railroad over Snoqualmie Pass. He ran a dog sled team to carry supplies over the pass for the
men building the railroad right-of-way.15
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Perry married Mary Helen Page, October 18, 1886.
He was twenty five and she seventeen. Their first
home was in the Teanaway area near the town of
Cle Elum.16 Teanaway, was a small settlement
located within the notch formed by the junction of
the Yakima and Teanaway Rivers.17 Archie, Grace,
Ira, and Nathan were born in ‘the old house’.
Perry, with the help of his father Benjamin (a
carpenter), and his Uncle Bert, built ‘the big
house’ above ‘the old house’. The big house
burned to the ground in late summer, 1899. About
three years later (1902) Perry mortgaged
everything, thousands of dollars, to invest in a gold
mine up the Taneum River. When the mine failed,
he lost it all.18 Responding to this catastrophe
October 31, 1904, Heman and Rachel Page sold to
their daughter Mary, and only their daughter Mary,
eighty acres of land in the Peoh Point area for the
sum of one dollar.19 On this property was a ‘little
log cabin’. Perry added a large ‘sitting’ room to the
cabin and later a bedroom.20

Perry & Mary Pease.

The Peoh Point farm was on the slopes south of the Yakima River, across the river from Cle
Elum, and fifteen or so miles west of Benjamin and Roxy’s farm. The gentle slopes near the river
and the steep ridge rising above were originally called Iron Mountain. As early as the 1880’s
settlers had begun homesteading on the lower slopes of the mountain.21
A family oral tradition, as well as a newspaper article, credit Perry Pease with first suggesting the
name “Peoh Point” instead of Iron Mountain for the farming community. P. D. Peterson, writing
for the Miner Echo newspaper, interviewed Archie Pease. “In writing the stories of the ranches at
the foothills of Mt. Peoh, first should be told how this farm community got its name. A. L. Pease
tells that back in the early days his father had a vote taken at a literary society on a name, and the
Cle Elum, Washington,
1903, Courtesy of CWU
Archives and Special
Collections.22
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majority favored calling it after an old Indian, John Peoh, who settled down on a few acres after
the rest of the tribe had moved on. Since then the district has been known as Peoh Point.”23
Another source, A History of Kittitas County Washington, credits the name suggestion to Henry
Roseberg at a 1913 meeting of the local Literary Society.24
When the Pease family moved to Peoh Point, the area was dense with virgin timber. This
necessitated the removal of the trees and stumps before the land could be put into production. The
work was slow and back breaking for both the men and their horses, yet it paid off. With the
passage of time Perry developed a diversified farm,
raising cattle, horses, chickens, and pigs. He also planted
fruit trees and became a successful orchardist.25
Clair and Nathan logging

Clair and Perry logging.

COMMUNITY EVENTS

AS the Peoh Point district grew, the community recognized the need for a school. They
organized a school board and built a small log building on the Pease Place. It was near what is
today the Upper Peoh Point road where the canal crosses the Goodman and Thompson ranches.
They named it “Packwood School
Number 2.” It was the first school in the
district. The building was demolished in
1920.26
Perry became interested in the politics of
Kittitas Valley. A family “legend” says
he served as a sheriff for two full terms
and resigned during the third. In the
course of his tenure as sheriff he was
Packwood School Number 2.
called in on a violent dispute between a
German sheep herder and cattlemen. For their protection, Perry locked the sheep herder and his
two sons in the jail and then left. During his absence, irate cattlemen beat down the jail door,
dragged out the father, and lynched him. After the tragedy, the ladies of the town raised money to
help the murdered man’s widow return to Germany.27
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Curiously, an article in the Columbia magazine describes an incident with some similarities to the
family legend,28 recording how “primitive” justice sometimes filled in for its incompetent
“official” forms. The events of the following story took place between Sunday, August 11 and the
early morning hours of August 14, 1895.
On a hot August Sunday, Sam and his son Charles Vinson spent the afternoon
drinking. Charles had served two years in the territorial penitentiary at Walla
Walla for armed robbery. Sam was in the Teutonia Saloon when John Buerglin
invited his friends to join a round of drinks. Resenting that he was excluded, Sam
plunged a table knife into Buerglin. In the brawl Michael Kohlhepp armed
himself with a pool cue. Just then Charles entered and Kohlhepp attempted to
drive him out. Charles turned at the door and shot him through the lung. Others
in the saloon subdued the two assailants. The deputy city marshal handcuffed
them and marched them to the nearby county jail. Excitement rose in the streets
over the incident, leading to talk of a lynching. The saloons were closed and
extra guards stationed at the jail. Kohlhepp died less than two hours after being
wounded. Two days later Buerglin died. Then the mood of the town turned ugly.
Sheriff William M. Stinson and six deputized armed guards stationed themselves
at the jail. Stinson gave the jail keys to his office deputy Frederick D. Schnebly
and sent him away. The sheriff supposed the cell housing the prisoners to be
impregnable. Around midnight between 50 to 100 men arrived overpowering the
guards. With the tools they brought with them they broke into the cell, dragged
the two men out and lynched them.
There is no known public record of Perry’s election as sheriff. This does not rule out the
possibility that he may have been deputized. There is also no known public record of another of
his reported political activities. Ira claimed in his diary that his father registered to run for senator
as a Republican, listing the date as November 15, 1914.29 He made no mention whether this was a
state or national office. Carefully looking through the election records for this time period in
Ellensburg we were unable to find documentation of Perry registering for an office.

LEAVING THE KITTITAS

THE 1920 CENSUS (enumeration date, January 23-27) for the Peoh Point Precinct listed
Perry and Mary with their children, Clair twenty-two; Nathan twenty; Ella seventeen; Esther
fifteen; Oliver ten; and Helen eight; as living at their Peoh Point farm.30 An envelope marked
January 6, 1921 indicates the family had moved and their new address was Toppenish, on the
Yakama Indian Reservation, the nearest post office. For the next dozen years Perry operated a
dairy there, selling cream to the local creamery. The dairy was seven miles west and three miles
south of Toppenish next to a canal on Fort Road. They began ranching with fifty head of whiteface Herefords and a dairy of one hundred purebred Jerseys.31
Mary’s father, Heman Page, had passed away September 27, 1919, at the age of seventy-eight.32
His estate provided $500 for both of his daughters, Mary and Etta May. Perhaps it was this
money and the selling of their farm property33 that enabled Mary and Perry to move to Toppenish
and purchase beef cattle and dairy cows. From time to time they hosted family gatherings there.
Perry died February 11, 1933 and was buried in Thorp Cemetery.34
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Perry’s grand-daughters recall he had problems with alcohol and sometimes was rough in his
demeanor. Once he was found in the gutter with his pockets empty.35 Nathan writes in his
memories that his grandfather, Benjamin, didn’t give Perry land because he drank.36

Perry and
grand-daughter Mary.

Family gathering 1920’s. Seated in front are Perry and Mary.
Standing are Oliver, Ella, Clair, Esther, Grace, Nathan, Helen,
Ira, and Archie.

MARY PAGE PEASE

AS A SIX-YEAR OLD, Mary came west in a covered wagon
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with her parents, Heman and
Rachel Page, and three siblings, Edgar, Edward, and Etta May. They arrived in the Kittitas
Valley, Washington Territory September 22, 1875,38 the same year that Mary’s future father-inlaw, Benjamin Pease, left Minnesota for the west.
Heman Page was born 1834, in New York State to W. Page and Anna Rice.39 The earliest
document found on Heman Page is the 1850 United States Federal Census. At that time sixteenyear-old Heman was living in Stark County, Illinois with Daniel and Lydia Hodgson, working as
a laborer. Living in the same household was twelve year old
Rachel Hodgson (born April 20, 1836). The Hodgsons were
ages sixty-five and sixty-six in 1850.40 Seven years later,
October 15, 1857, Heman and Rachel were married.41
Roughly a year later they moved to Council Grove, Morris
County, Kansas Territory. The 1860 United States Federal
Census tells us they have a one year old son, George. In the
1865 Kansas state census their son Frank was three and their
daughter Anna was one. George was not mentioned. By the
1870 census Frank was eight and two more children had been
added: Edward, age three; and Mary, age one. Anna is not
listed. They farmed seventeen years in Council Grove,
interrupted by Heman’s service in the Union Army.42 Several
times marauding Indians and Civil War soldiers helped
themselves to produce from the Pages’ farm.43 Their last
child Etta May, was born in 1871.
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Rachel Page

On arriving at Thorp, Washington Territory, Heman claimed a 160-acre homestead. Immediately,
he started a ten-acre timber culture, calling it Page’s Grove, located at the intersection of today’s
Taneum and Thorp Roads.44 For many
years The Grove served as the site of
countless
picnics
and
community
gatherings until it was cut down.45
In the late 1880’s Heman set aside a five
acre plot on his land for the Thorp
Cemetery, two miles south of the town of
Thorp. Among the Page family members
buried there are: Heman and Rachel, Frank
and Margaret Ross Page, Edward and Anna
Ross Page, Etta May and her husband John
Yearwood.46 The Peases buried there are
Benjamin and Roxy, Edgar and Rebecca,
Perry and Mary (Page), Burt and Emma,
Archie, Susan, and Oliver.
Mary with Esther and Ella, about 1921.
Local legend holds that the cemetery is
haunted by the ghost of a young Indian woman named Susie. She was tragically lynched around
1890 at Thorp. Who hanged her and why is unknown. It is reported by those who have seen her
ghost that she weeps sorrowfully and rides a white horse while riding among the tombstones on
moonlit nights. Her father is said to be Salmon La Sac.47

Mary’s mother Rachel was a midwife. A History of Kittitas County, Washington records that
“Jesse Prater was born on Christmas Eve, 1884, in about the coldest weather Kittitas Valley can
provide. It was 30 degrees below zero with three feet of snow on the ground. Coming from the
Thorp area, Grandma Page, the local midwife, traveled several miles to the log cabin to be on
hand for the birth, as she did for nearly all the pioneer families of the community, as there were
no doctors available.”48
Mary Page was seventeen when she married Perry Pease, twenty five. The couple lived thirty-five
years in Kittitas County, raising a family before moving to a dairy near Toppenish, Yakima
County, and leasing land on the Yakama Indian Reservation. By the time of Perry’s death in 1933
the creamery in Toppenish had closed and the dairy had fallen deeply in debt. Shortly afterward
the bank notified the family of its intention to auction the Pease family’s personal property. Were
this to happen they would face
certain poverty like many others in
the Great Depression. With this
threat in mind Nathan began making
plans for the future. Once when he
and Oliver had been in Seattle,
perhaps selling horses they had
tamed, he met Walt Rooks. Rooks
told him of a piece of property that a
Dr. Merritts was selling at a small
locale called “Hot Springs” near the
community of Lester, west of
Mary feeding chickens
Stampede Pass. Nathan sent Clair to
and turkeys at Toppenish
look at it. Clair liked it. Nathan
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bought it for $1,500 with a $550
down payment.50

Lester, Washington,
Courtesy of CWU Archives
and Special Collections 49

Further preparations were made when
they sold the cattle. All the purebred
Jersey cows were sold. Nathan sold
eight head of cows and a bull to John
Pays (his brother-in-law, Grace’s
husband) and six to his brother
Archie.51 After selling all the purebred
Jersey cows and all the Herefords
except six cows and three horses
Nathan and Oliver stealthily drove the
cattle and horses out of the pasture
and into the night. Their illegal,
surreptitious migration led them west
over the mountains, following rivers and trails they knew. Knowing the railroad schedule, Nathan
and Oliver drove the cattle through the 1.8-mile railway tunnel under Stampede Pass and on to
Hot Springs.52 Mary, Clair, and Helen continued living on the ranch near Toppenish for another
six months. (Ella and Esther had married.) At the end of that time Nathan moved the family to his
property at Hot Springs.53 Located on the property was a hot spring, log house, barn, creamery,
and blacksmith shop.54
In 1892 the Northern Pacific Railroad had sold a piece of property to the Washington Hot Springs
Company which constructed a hotel, and by 1904 the hotel had become a sanatorium. The health
resort was an impressive facility with one hundred guest rooms, baths, steam rooms, vapor and
rubbing rooms with attendants. It also had bowling alleys, billiard tables, a tennis court, as well as
fishing, shooting, and hiking. The sanatorium burned in 1911.55 The town had all but vanished by
1918, only being listed as a “Discontinued Post Office.”56 It was into this semi-deserted area that
Nathan moved the family. The town of
Lester had also been founded in 1892 by Lester, Washington train station. Courtesy
and Special
the Northern Pacific Railroad to house of CWU Archives
Collections.57
crews needed for trains climbing the
steep grade to the Stampede Tunnel.
Nestled deep in the Cascade Mountains,
it was the largest community along the
upper Green River. After train crews
were no longer needed, logging activities
enabled the small community to survive
and continue to grow.58
A sign with the words ‘Hot Springs’ near
the train track was the only evidence that
a town with such a name had once
existed. A half mile from this small
building was the log house Nathan had bought. The house was on the other side of a low bridge
over the rushing and tumbling Green River. Mary Clees (Chase), who at seven or eight went to
live with her grandmother, uncles and Aunt Helen, remembers the swinging bridge with its
missing boards over the river. She also recalls the benches in the hot springs, one at the back and
one in the front. Sometimes they bathed in the hot springs. The cattle and the horses had names.
Two of the cows were Comfort, with horns that curled backwards, and Dynamite, who was black.
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Her Grandmother Mary’s
favorite White Leghorn
chickens wandered about the
property. Mary also canned
vegetables grown in her
garden59
From Lester the family
moved to Shelton, then to
Castle Rock, and finally to
Woodland, Washington. In
Shelton, Mary’s granddaughter Mary Clees Chase,
remembers living with her
grandmother and uncles in
three railroad cars while her
Family in Lester, about 1936: Nathan, Oliver, Helen, Clair,
uncles worked at the
and Mary with their dog Pete.
Grisdale logging camp.60
The two Mary’s slept in one car, the middle car was the kitchen, and Clair, Nathan, and Oliver
slept in the third car. One day while playing outside, her uncles yelled for her to get back into the
train car because of the danger of falling timber. To reach their train car home required crossing
the high wooden trestle across the gorge of the Wynoochee River. Mary, on a wooden seat,
trembled as the open scooter-like car moved across the shaky trestle.
Mary Pease paid many lengthy visits to her son Archie and his family. He purchased a special
chair for her because of her heart trouble. Her granddaughters remember her sitting idly in that
chair while their mother slaved away around the house. This did not sit well with the girls, nor did
the injunction that they amuse themselves quietly and not play the piano.
Janette recalls conversations with her grandmother Mary
during these visits. One story told about the day Mary
determined to leave her husband. (Archie was a child at the
time.) She gathered the children into the buggy and just as she
was preparing to drive down the driveway, her in-laws,
Benjamin and Roxy, arrived for a visit. Mary welcomed
them, unloaded all the children, and returned to the house.
Never again did she try to leave Perry.
Mary Pease lived another twenty years after Perry passed
away and died September 8, 1953.61 She is buried in the
Thorp Cemetery beside her husband.

Mary and
grandson
Mary Pease and
David. David.
grandson
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Mary with four of her granddaughters: Louise, Janette, Ruth, and
Eleanor, daughters of Archie and Susan Pease.
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V
Nathan Pease Stories of the Pease Family

NATHAN was 76 years old when he wrote down his memories at the request of his niece. At
the time, he and his sister Helen were the only living siblings in their family. He gave a copy of
his stories to his niece Margaret Clees who was taking care of him. Margaret gave the stories to
her sister Mary Clees Chase. Margaret and Mary,
daughters of Ella Pease Clees, are my mother’s cousins.
Mary gave a copy of the stories to me, Carol Steinhauer,
a daughter of Louise Pease and grand-daughter of Archie
Pease, Nathan’s oldest brother. I can imagine Nathan
placing a piece of paper and pencil on his table and when
he remembered a story from the past, he took a moment
to record it. He wrote some of the same accounts several
times with added pieces of information. In transcribing
his stories, I placed them in a single narrative, reordering
them at times to put them in sequential order. Otherwise,
I left what he wrote unedited. Nathan usually refers to
himself in the third person. In his account, transcribed in
the following, my editorial comments are placed in
square brackets [...].
Nathan Pease – December 6, 1975
I am making this at the request of my niece, Nathan in front of the Pease
Mary Thurston, the daughter of my deceased brother house near Lester.
Oliver Pease. My stories might not all be correct as I do not have anyone to help me verify dates
and places. I just remember the stories told by my father and mother and grandparents. I will tell
some of the Pease family and Page family history. My Grandfather Pease [Benjamin S. Pease]
“take on knee and tell stories.” [Nathan was five years old when his Grandfather Benjamin S.
Pease died.]
I think it was Great-grandfather [Oliver Pease, born 1800] captured by Allegheny Indians when
about seven or eight years old. His two sisters were killed. [In another place Nathan writes, all the
family were killed.] The Indians liked him because he had a fighting spirit. They called him “little
white chief” He kept planning for about twenty years to escape. [In another place Nathan writes
ten to twelve years.] In the plains he found wild horses and made friends with a sorrel stallion.
Great grandfather knew horse language. Riding bareback he fled to Dakotas he met an Indian
who said a man by the name of Pease owned a ranch in Sauk Center, Minnesota. He headed that
way. Weeks? Months? Saw smoke from cabin – saw man – back in house for musket.
[In another place Nathan changed the ending to: “He was given musket powder
to hunt with – divided powder and...”. This story sounds interesting; wish I knew
more! Benjamin Pease moved to Sauk Center, Minnesota in 1860. By that time
troubles between the settlers and the Indians had ended in the east but not in
Minnesota. When Nathan’s great-grandfather Oliver Pease was seven or eight
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years old, Minnesota and Sauk Center did not exist. My guess is Nathan mixed
up a couple family stories.]
He [grandfather Benjamin S. Pease] came down thru Kirkland and homesteaded there and in one
year never had enough land cleared to build a back house. Came over mountains and into Kittitas
Valley. Thorp. (between Thorp and Ellensburg) He took up about 1,000 acres in homestead.
[Benjamin’s son, Bert wrote a letter to his daughter in which he described the
journey of his father and the journey of his mother and their children to
Washington Territory. Bert was one of the children. He doesn’t say anything
about his father homesteading in Kirkland.]
The Peases were cattlemen. They were roamers and quite adventurous by nature. Grandfather
Pease [Benjamin] was quite like Daniel Boone always up and away when people came too close –
couldn’t stand civilization. The Peases were originally from Dutchtown, Pennsylvania – headed
west to Sauk Center, Minnesota. Now for Ben S. Pease (my grandfather) and how he settled out
west. Things became too crowded and in the 1860’s he heard about the Oregon Territory and
decided to leave Sauk Center and go up into British Columbia to trap and mine gold. In two years
or so he had two wagon loads to send out. He sent two Frenchmen he had working for him to take
them to St. Louis and bring the money back to him. They never did. He saw them again walking
the streets of Seattle. While in British Columbia he sent word to his wife Roxy to sell all, buy a
pair of geldings, get money, join first wagon to Salt Lake City, take the train from there to San
Francisco and a boat to The Dalles. Perry was between twelve and fifteen, he had a brother Burt
and two sisters Nora and Ella. His brother Edgar stayed in Minnesota. While in Seattle Ben heard
about the rich Kittitas Valley. Settled in Ellensburg territory in the fall of the early 1870’s. Wrote
letter to wife telling her to sell and join wagon train to The Dallas. Load the money and children.
Got a steamer from San Francisco and came to the Columbia River and on to The Dalles on a
stern wheeler. Their boat came in at The Dalles. My father [Perry] was standing in the bow of the
boat when the captain gave him a pair of binoculars. Perry spied his father a lean man between
135 and 140 pounds standing on a rock. His father was dressed like an Indian wearing a coonskin
cap, buckskin suit and carrying a musket loader.
In the Kittitas Valley Ben Pease had land all staked out for his wife, himself, three boys and two
girls – land grants for timber and grazing land.
While Ben Pease was in Canada, Dawson Creek. He stopped a fight between French Canadians
and Frenchmen over gold rights and he stepped out and stopped it. (shamed them) (winners will
lose) Many were slaughtered – 400 to begin with 200 left.
Several years later, about 1963, when Nathan was in Chetwynd, British Columbia doing
miscellaneous work he went into the Dawson Creek Drug Store to buy a newspaper. The store
owner asked if Nathan had any relatives in the area. Nathan mentioned his grandfather Benjamin
had been in the area. The store owner showed Nathan a newspaper article about his grandfather.
The article was about a mining camp uprising where between fifteen and twenty miners were
killed. Benjamin spoke to the men in English and stopped the feuding. The write up included a
picture of Benjamin. This was the (“Peace River Massacre”) which occurred around 1865-70?
[The period when Benjamin Pease was in Canada was 1875-76.]
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Grandfather Pease? and father 12 years old. Went to town 75 miles away for supplies. A snow
storm hit when they were two or three days away from home. They hid under the sled for three
days. When they crawled out from under the sled they found they were under a big snow mound.
Grandma Page was a homeopathy doctor. Saw Indian girl with a swollen leg from a snake bite.
She took five to six chickens and slit each and put foot into and healed.
Grandfather and Grandmother Page coming across plains – buried 2 children – mourned – went
back years later couldn’t find where children were buried but they were satisfied.
Freeman and Heman Page (brothers) left Kansas after Civil War. Into Ellensburg, Washington
territory in 1870’s. The Page brothers divided companies when they heard of Indians ahead –
Grandfathers group made it through. Both of the groups had to take their wagons apart piece by
piece in places along the way. One time came to a woman sitting by self on box – husband and
son dead. Grandpa Page made a casket and had a funeral (was sort of a preacher, was clergymana good Christian).
Grandmother Page come with horse and buggy two or three times a year – pitch pipe – ring, read
script – stay?
Grandfather Page built first board house in Kittitas Valley, at Thorp.
Mother Pease – to Thorp to Cantata – too late – walked to outdoor church – prayed and was
saved.
My father [Perry] helped survey the Northern Pacific Railroad over mountains before he was
married. He pulled a dog sled over Snoqualmie (pull rope) with supplies for men making right-ofway for N.P. railroad. He was a young man, not yet married. No road yet.
[Perry and Mary were married 1886. The Northern Railroad was completed to
Stampede Pass 1887.]
Perry Pease family started out on place that is now owned by Sanders (Thorp). Below the big
house, in the old house Nathan was born. Moved into a new house built by father, grandfather,
and Uncle Bert. The house burned down when Nathan was six months old.
Dad got a ranch across from Leonard Pease [Bert’s son and Nathan’s cousin]. Father invested
thousands in gold mining up Taneum – mortgaged everything – lost! Perry drank so his father
didn’t give land to him.
Uncle Frank Page first homesteaded on Cle Elum land. When Perry lost everything – he told him
to go there and finish year out. It had a little log cabin on it. (Aunt Maggie had refused to live
there.) Frank told Perry he could have the land for $1000.00 dollars. This happened in 1902. In
February of 1902 Nathan was three years old. Perry Pease moved to Cle Elum on Peoh Point.
Perry and Mary’s children from Archie to Nathan were born in the Thorp area and the rest were
born in Cle Elum – Peoh Point area. Fixed up cabin and built a big setting room and later a
bedroom. Perry sold this land to Bob Greer in 1917 and moved to Toppenish [Yakama Indian
reservation]. The land he bought was seven miles west and three miles south of Toppenish next to
a canal, out on Fort Road. Nathan was saved in Toppenish in 1926, Brother Morgan was
preacher.
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[The land Nathan refers to was actually given to his mother Mary for the sum of
$1.00 by Nathan’s grandparents, Heman and Rachel Page.]
[Loren and I drove on Fort Road to seven miles west of Toppenish. That put us
next to a canal, at the intersection of Fort and Ashue Roads.]
Had to travel over Wenas Pass. [Between Naches and Ellensburg]
Ranched – started with 50 head of white faced Herefords and farmed a dairy of 100 head of pure
bred Jerseys.
Father Perry died February 16, 1932.
Depression hit – sold all purebred Jerseys. $20.00 to $25.00 a head! Some gave $90.00 for!
Bunched 10 to 12 spring heifers – for $150.00.
Took 8 head to John Pays and bull [brother-in-law, Grace’s husband] and six to Archie.
Mother, girls and Clair stayed on ranch for six months.
Oliver and Nathan was in wild horse business taking to Seattle, Tacoma and Bellingham.
$5 pd – sold 50 - $125 a head.
Male – stud – castrated $25 a piece or more.
Met Walt Rooks in Seattle who told of a Dr. Merritts place at Lester.
Got Clair to see about it. Liked it!
Paid $500.00 down with a total of $1500.00.
Moved up – Mother, Clair, Nathan, Helen and Oliver – three horses and six cows. Stayed five
years – until 1939.
1936 Nathan got back to Lord at Cle Elum Nazarene Church when Brother Taylor was preacher.
In 1938 bought a new Ford. Then started to Shelton in late 1938 with Lu Reed to log. Logged
three years at camp 3, still lived at Lester. [Luther “Lu” Reed married Esther. Nathan learned
about the timber work in Shelton from his sister Esther.]
Moved to Castle Rock, moved family and lived on Tuttle for two years. Logged for Clark.
Studebaker in 1939.
Nathan went to Woodland about 1 ½ years.
Lived in Mervin Hotel and worked at hauling.
Moved family from Lester to Lake Mervin near Ariel.
Rented from Bud Neal – logging.
Bought place on Woodland bottoms from Carl Buttom about 1940.
Flood in 1948.
Great Uncle Dave [Fellows David] Pease, brother to grandfather, captured by Indians in Montana,
burnt legs. He stopped by [in Thorp] area to try to persuade Nathan’s father to move to Montana
to marry boys off to squaws to get land! Mother said leave if that was idea for visiting. Leonard
Pease [cousin living in Ellensburg] has an article sent to him by relatives living in Boise, Idaho
that some of Dave Pease’s great grandchildren are going to college at Pullman.
Dave Pease (Indian wife)
[brother of Ben Pease]
Ben I
[cousin of Perry Pease]
Ben II (white wife)
Ben III, Linda, Joel, Janne (teenagers all in college) Boise, Idaho, (go to Pullman)
Found Turner and Pease creamery – cousins, some relatives? Grandfather’s brother’s son? Family
in feud came to Kittitas and looked up Ben Pease and Ben grandfather said no! no mixing!
[Editor’s comment: I wonder if the “no mixing” refers to when Dave Pease
visited the family. The following is more on the above story.]
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My Great-grandfather Ben S. Pease – Dave Pease (not sure) – maybe a third son Carmichael. A
feud because during the civil war a Pease on North side – Carmichael Pease on South side, (never
had anything to do with him). Carmichael Pease came to Seattle later and was in a creamery
business – Turner and Pease. Dave Pease went to Montana – was scalped and burned at stake by
Crow Indians. The soldiers rescued him and he later married a Crow Indian.
[Dave Pease was a friend to the Crow Indians. When he was eighty-five the
Crow Indians gave him the highest possible award, adopting him into their tribe.
Read the story of Fellows David Pease in this document and notice he has his
hair. The creamery is still in business but no longer at 813 Western Avenue.1
Oliver [Nathan’s youngest brother] almost died when he was three years old first from diphtheria
and then scarlet fever. The doctor gave up! Prayers by family. Oliver couldn’t breathe one night,
Father rushed out into the snow with Oliver and washed him in the snow then gave his son some
brandy. The next morning Oliver was up to the table eating.
About age nine Oliver fell off a horse and hit a pole across his kidneys. From then on every cold
put him to bed. Passed blood. Doctored but no avail – after one year. Doctor advised to send him
to Mayo Bros. to dissolve kidney. Picked up a cold always got him down. Never really strong.
Big frame but never over 140 pounds.
Helen [sister] and Oliver pals.
About one year before he married Louise he had good health – seemed to pick up or wouldn’t
have married Louise. Loved God – saved 1934 or 1935 – about 21 years of age. Filled on death
bed. (Had sought) [End of sentence.]
[Oliver married Louise Blair. A daughter, Mary, was born after Oliver died.
Louise re-married and she and her husband had four children. Mary, Oliver’s
daughter, has two daughters. Her husband was a minister in Auburn and
Portland. Mary lives in a retirement home in Woodland, Washington.]

Winter in Cle Elum. Courtesy of CWU Archives and Special Collections.
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VI
Archie L. Pease
Susan Madash
ORIGINS

ARCHIE was the oldest child of Perry and Mary Pease. He was born November 29, 1887, in
Teanaway, Washington Territory.1 Susan Madash (Zuzana Madáč) was born, December, 26,
1894, in Velka Poloma in the Austria-Hungarian Empire, now Gemerska Poloma in the Republic
of Slovakia.2 She was the fourth child3 of John and Mary Madash (Ján and Mária Madáč). Fiveyear-old Susan immigrated to America in 1900 with her mother and her two siblings John and
Mary. Susan and Archie were married June 10, 1919.4
Archie and Susan had four daughters:
1. Eleanor Grace: b. Apr. 13, 1920; m. Melvin Finkbeiner, June 10, 1942; d. March 19 2015.
2. Ruth Mary: b. Jul. 27, 1924; m. Charles Rowe, Jan. 18, 1945; d. May 15, 2002.
3. Louise Ethel: b. Nov. 20, 1925; m. Clarence Finkbeiner, Jun. 17, 1945; d. Feb. 8, 1998.
4. Janette Rachel: b. Aug. 16, 1927; m. Carlyle Dean, Jul. 29, 1951.

Archie and Susan’s family. Front: Ruth, Susan, Archie; back: Janette, Louise, Eleanor.
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SCHOOL DAYS

OLDEST of nine children, Archie was born in 1887 at Teanaway when Washington was still
a territory. It became a state two years later. When he was a child of twelve, the family moved
from Teanaway to the Peoh Point district,5 which is south of Cle Elum, across the Yakima river.
As a boy he worked on his father’s farm, managing the cattle, horses, chickens, and pigs, as well
as working in the orchard. Some of his friends were Kittitas Indians. Both he and his mother
learned enough of their language to converse with them.6
He attended Packwood School #2, located on the Pease place.7 Like many boys, as the story goes,
Archie put a girl’s pig tail in the ink well on his desk. Attendance records show that during the
years 1897 – 1901 he attended between fourteen and twenty-nine weeks each school year.8 The
demands of the farm began to take him out of school for lengthy periods of time when he was in
about the eighth grade. Returning to school he realized how far he was behind his classmates and
decided to drop out.
Living in the Peoh Point area, Archie became acquainted with Frank Carpenter, a banker in Cle
Elum. Mr. Carpenter encouraged him to go to college and offered to pay his tuition. He decided
against it because his family opposed it. They said that getting a college education “would make
him different from us.” The cost may not have been a factor. The Normal School in Ellensburg,
established in 1891, was supported entirely by state funding and tuition was free to the students.9
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THE YOUNG MAN

AN IMPORTANT enterprise during the early years of settlement was clearing virgin timber
to make room for farm land. All the Pease men logged the land. This was difficult and dangerous
work both for the men and their horses. Once, while working alone, a log rolled toward Archie
and pinned him to the ground. He was good with horses and had a well-trained team of two that
day. Using various commands, gee’s and haw’s, he got the
horses to move so as to bring the cable within reach. With
strength and tenacity he placed the cable around the felled
tree. With one last command the horses pulled it free.
At thirty, Archie was still single. His mother Mary had
expressed the wish that none of her children marry, hoping
they would remain at home, perpetually, as “one big happy
family.”10 Her dream began to unravel when Grace married
John Pays in 1916, and Archie began seeing Susan Madash.
One day while managing
the
Cascade
Lumber
Company camp near
Easton,11 Archie visited
his parents’.
Someone
mentioned that a lovely
lady was visiting her
Archie, Oliver, Helen, Grace.
mother, Mrs. Madash at
the farm next to his
parent’s. At the close of a warm summer day he sauntered across
the fields and found Susan milking the cows in the barn. A
delightful pastoral scene it was to him: a tall12 beautiful girl with
brown eyes and brown hair leaning her head against the flank of
the cow, her hands rhythmically milking, dressed in a
comfortable dress, wearing a scarf to protect her hair. Her
thoughts were radically different, thinking of the old dress she
was wearing with her head at the side of a smelly cow and her
hands working the tits.

Archie & Ira logging.
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Archie as
a young man.

THE SOLDIER

MAJOR world events affected Cle Elum, causing an
interlude in affairs of the heart. The United States declared
war on Germany, April 6, 1917, but many months passed
before the nation could field an army. The construction of
Camp Lewis in the Puget Sound region began May 26 that
year, and the first recruits arrived September 1. Within a
month the post was teeming with 10,000 recruits, “digging
trenches and pulling K.P.”13 The 91st Infantry Division was
the first to train at the camp. It departed for France a year
later in June 1918.14
January 10, 1918 the Local Board of Kittitas County
classified Archie as “1A.” On August 25, he and his brother
Archie on a
Ira were inducted into the Army at Ellensburg. His enlistment
load of logs
record describes him as thirty-one, 5 foot 6-3/4 inches in
15
height, with blue eyes, light hair, and a light complexion.
His brother Clair was inducted into the army a few weeks later, October 22.16
When Archie left for the service, Susan remarked that she hated to see him go to war. He asked
her, “Will you wait for me until I get back?” She said, “Yes, I will, Archie.” Susan continued
working at the hospital.
Archie was sent to Camp Lewis for
training where he was assigned to
Company C of the new 75th
Infantry Regiment, attached to the
13th Infantry Division, which had
been established two months
earlier. The division insignia was a
black cat and a horseshoe,
reflecting superstitions associated
with the number 13. Archie’s unit
was still in training when the war
ended November 11, 1918. The
division was deactivated in
February 1919.17

Archie (#5), Clair (#6), Ira (#7).15

Once while marching at Camp Lewis Archie thought of Susan and missed a step. When Grandma
Susan told me this story many years later, she laughed merrily like it had just happened.
While men were killing each other with guns in Europe a silent enemy stalked the entire globe.
The most virulent pandemic in world history slipped into Washington on September 17, 1918
when feverish naval recruits from Philadelphia disembarked at Bremerton’s Puget Sound Naval
Shipyard. Within a week, 173 people had been stricken at Camp Lewis.18 Yet despite reports of
devastating influenza deaths in the East, the Army refused to cancel a visit of 10,000 civilians to
Camp Lewis to witness a review that fall. The epidemic took a heavy toll at the Camp, filling the
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morgues with victims.19 The influenza outbreak killed more than 21 million worldwide, more in
such a short time than any epidemic in world history. Washington State alone would lose more
than 6,000.20
Archie received a typhoid shot, September
12, 1918, just a few days before the flu
epidemic.21 He remembered picking up his
mail one day and fainting. The next thing he
recalled was overhearing a nurse say, “This
one will live!” Upon his discharge, the
enlistment document noted, “no sickness”.22
The Army had its own ways of preventing
disease. It was believed singing would
improve the men’s lungs and lessen their
chances of contracting tuberculosis. Singing
exercises were from 9:55 to 11:45 in the
morning.23
That fall marked a curious event, amusing in
retrospect. The people of Pierce County,
where Camp Lewis is located, ordered the
fabrication of the world’s largest flag
weighing 257 pounds, and measuring 60 by
90 feet. A pole was constructed for it: 314
feet high and weighing 23 tons. Despite its
weight the pole broke.24
A second attempt was made on
Thanksgiving Day, 1918. The new pole was
sunk into 14 feet of concrete and reinforced
by iron rods. It was also spliced at various lengths. Four and one-half inch guy wires ran from it
to cement blocks weighing six tons each. Nothing would bring this pole to the ground. As the flag
was elevated from the ground, it fluttered and ripped in half, unable to carry its own weight. The
liberated half-flag floated gently to the ground for the last time.25 Archie Pease doubtless
witnessed this auspicious and ill-fated attempt to fly the world’s largest flag.
Archie, Clair and Ira in uniform.

Company C 75th Infantry (Archie in circle).
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Two family legends survive from Archie’s stint in the army. The first claimed that he became
bald because he was gassed. The second stated that he was trained as a spy and then promoted to
train other soldiers as spies.26 The Miner-Echo newspaper quoted Archie as saying, “A Lieutenant
at Camp Lewis noticed Archie had a good memory for geography and immediately qualified him
for ‘spy service’,”27 but the war ended before his basic training had finished. Archie was simply
an ordinary soldier. Upon discharge, his enlistment record describes him in these terms:
“excellent character; serves honest and faithful; no AWOL.” He qualified the marksmanship and
gunner tests.
When the Armistice was signed in Europe, November 11, 1918, Archie had been in the Army two
months and seventeen days. An additional two months and eighteen days passed before his
discharge January 30, 1919.28 Archie sent at least one letter to Susan while he was waiting to be
discharged.

Letter from Archie to Susan from Camp Lewis,
January 22, 1919, eight days before his discharge.
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BUILDING A HOME

RETURNING to Cle Elum, Archie found his sweetheart awaiting him. Within five months,
they were married by the Reverend C.W. Geiszler, June
10, 1919, at ten o’clock at the Thorp-and-Cove
parsonage. Their witnesses were Mrs. C.W. Geiszler and
Susan’s brother, John Madash.29
Archie and Susan lived at Peoh Point from June to
November 1919 and then moved to Outlook,
Washington near Sunnyside, where they rented a farm
and lived there eight months.30 One day while using the
outhouse Susan heard rattlesnakes. She screamed for
Archie, who came running with the gun. She wouldn’t
come out until he had killed all of them. Snakes or no
snakes, they didn’t care for Outlook. Eleanor, their first
child, was born in Outlook, April 13, 1920. Learning of
available virgin forest land at Peoh Point, Archie and
Susan returned to the Cle Elum area.31
Before they could plant crops, the land had to be
cleared. Archie cleared the timber, dug out the stumps,
prepared the soil for farming, and diverted a natural
spring closer to the house he was building. In the
meantime, he settled his little family into a rented house
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Susan in her
wedding dress.

Susan returning from honeymoon in Seattle.

at 6th and Marie, in South Cle Elum. His favorite
brother, Ira, and his wife Avis lived next door; they
had been married October 20, 1919.32
When the house was completed and made
comfortable, the family moved in. From their new
home nestled in the hills and trees, they could watch
Archie & Susan engagement, 1919.
the coyotes, the deer, and the occasional black bear.
Sometimes at night they saw the Northern Lights. Later Archie built a larger, though still modest
house on the property. In time three more daughters were added to the family: Ruth 1924, Louise
1925, and Janette 1927.
The house Archie built no longer stands, but its site can be seen from Upper Peoh Point Road.
East of Peoh Point School, on the north side of the road, is a large house #6301. To its left is a
large garage and to the left of that is a stand of fir trees. This is near where the family house once
stood.

FARMING

ARCHIE

AND SUSAN began to feel the

smallness of their home. Then an unexpected
opportunity arose, but its background requires a
flashback.
Beginning about age fourteen, Susan held various
jobs to help her family financially. She worked as a
nanny for the Frank Carpenters the Perry Peases,
and at the local hospital. She gave either all or most
of her earnings to her mother.33 Mary promised
Susan that the farm would eventually be hers.
Before John Madash, Sr. left the Peoh Point area for
Pennsylvania he sold a half interest of the farm to
his son John, Jr., with his wife Mary holding the
other half. A few years later Mary purchased John’s
half interest sometime before she departed for a visit
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Births recorded in Susan’s Bible.

to her daughter Mary’s home in Pennsylvania,34 where she died suddenly. Her will, dated
November 11, 1924, named John as both executor and beneficiary. Thus the entire estate, real,
personal, and mixed, accrued to him. Mary bequeathed to her two daughters one dollar ($1.00)
each. This demonstrated her recognition of them as daughters and also made it difficult for either
of them to challenge the will. Mary left all her personal items to John. This must have been
difficult for Susan, having given much of her monthly earnings to her mother and then having
been promised that the land would come to her. Did Mary still have the lovely wooden trunks
brought from the old country? Had she carefully preserved her Slovak clothes, her woven fabrics,
Slovak dishware, and jewelry? If so they now belonged to John. John, who never married, was a
natty dresser and a lady’s man. He lived in Roslyn and worked in the coal mines, which he
preferred to farming. His sister Susan said, “The Madashs aren’t farmers.” Perhaps recognizing
this, John asked Archie, his brother-in-law, to manage the farm. Archie agreed to the terms,
which included rent at a pre-specified rate.
Archie and Susan moved their cattle, horses and other
possessions down the hill to the house on the Madash
farm, about a mile away. The house was much larger,
giving the family room to spread out. The two-story
yellow structure, trimmed in white with a screened front
porch and a back porch, was said to be the most
beautiful residence in the area. A natural creek lined
with willow trees ran through the property. Archie sold
milk and cream from his cows, which were fed by
home-grown alfalfa hay.
All was not well between landlord and tenants. John and
his sister Susan quarreled. Archie and John had words as
Susan and baby
well. Once at the front door when he was all finished
Eleanor
with
two
cows, 1921.
and ‘worn down’ his sister said, “John, you have the
devil in you!” He turned and left. It all came to a head
when the farm began to do well. John wanted to raise the rent. Archie fired back, “John you can
have the whole damn thing!” Upon this parting of ways, Archie and Susan packed up their
household belongings along with the horses and cows and returned to the smaller house on their
own property up the hill. A short note in the Ellensburg Daily Record, October 31, 1931,
confirms this breakup in the family relationship: “Archie Pease and family who have rented the
John Madash place the past three
years, are moving to their own
ranch. Mr. Madash has rented his
place to Mr. Unger of the
Menastash
canyon
near
Ellensburg. Mr. Unger is moving
in at once.”35

Archie, Louise (the baby), Susan, Eleanor, and Ruth.
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The girls liked their uncle John.
They looked forward to his visits
because he brought candy for
them. Candy was also his
traditional gift for the girl’s
birthdays. John gave the candy to
their mother who distributed it to
her daughters at her own

discretion. Janette recalls an occasion when their father brought home a large chocolate bar. He
broke off a generous piece for each of the girls. Janette consumed all of hers immediately and
then watched in agony as each day Louise nibbled off a small bit of her chocolate.
Archie earned a reputation as a good farmer, a hard worker and an honest man. One acquaintance
said, “If Archie farmed on a rock he could still make something grow.” This might explain an
event in 1935, deep in the depression. Frank Carpenter, the banker, offered to Archie a 145-acre
farm, a beautiful piece of land with fruit trees and soil ready to be planted. It was located in the
shadow of Peoh Point and much closer to South Cle Elum. No legal document was signed, also
showing the banker’s confidence in Archie. He simply offered him the land with the
understanding that he would pay as he could. Archie had a long relationship of trust with Frank
Carpenter, who took pleasure in visiting the family for a meal.36
The following description of this land and its history appeared in the Cle Elum Miner Echo
Newspaper, in a regular section entitled, ‘Stories of Upper County Ranches’ written by P.D.
Peterson during the 50’s.
“Climbing the short steep hill out of So. Cle Elum, the road to Peoh Point
branches like the horns of an elk. The first prong leads off to the right up onto a
bench where you find a table land so flat that you might think Paul Bunyan
himself spread his butter knife across itthe Carpenter ranch.
The place was homesteaded by Ed. J. Taylor in 1890, who made enough
money from it to spend his declining years in California and Oregon. One of the
last things he did before he left, 20 years ago was to build a comfortable home
and at one time he had a thriving apple orchard of 35 acres. Many of those apple
trees still bear fruit.
Archie Pease, Peoh Point farmer, who modestly claims that it is one of
the prettiest farms in this section, bought the farm a year ago, and will move to
his new home late this fall. Thirteen stacks of Federation wheat huddled in the
center of the field are proud evidence of what the soil can produce.
When an irrigation engineer from the state college came over here seven
years ago to demonstrate how laterals should be laid, he chose this ranch as the
one offering the least irrigation problems, and by a singular coincidence picked
the A.L. Pease farm as the one offering the greatest engineering problem.
Pease chuckles about that now as he irrigated several more acres than the
engineer thought possible and all without the expensive use of flumes or
siphons.”37
Mary Chase, a niece of Archie and
Susan, remembers a hand pump on
the counter by the sink in the
farmhouse kitchen. The living room
was beautiful with a red sofa and
chair and a maple dining table with
six chairs. The table was decorated
with a dish in the center containing
scripture cards. Archie read one each
day before praying. The room also
had a glass-fronted hutch. This
furniture had belonged to the Frank
Carpenter family. Coal mixed with

Pease home on
Pease Road, South Cle Elum
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wood heated the house. Ruth recalled two oil lamps, one in the kitchen and one on the dining
room table: “None of we girls dared to touch the one in the dining room for fear of suffering the
displeasure of Daddy.” The rule sprang from Archie’s fear of fire, which was not without
foundation. His parent’s home
burned when he was young boy.
Upstairs were two bedrooms and a
third room with access through
Louise and Janette’s bedroom. The
hired men slept in this extra room.
No one thought anything about
these men, whom Archie had hired,
walking
through
the
girls’
bedroom. That changed the day
Susan changed the sheets, and
found a dagger in one of the men’s
beds. Archie quickly built a bunk
Ruth, Susan, Eleanor, Archie, Janette, Louise, and cousin David.
house for the hired men.38
visitor.

Archie and Susan’s farm is easy to find. In downtown Cle Elum, at the light on First Street near
the west end of downtown, turn south onto South Cle Elum Way. Cross the bridge and continue
to a “T.” Turn left and watch for Pease Road on the right. Follow Pease Road all the way to what
looks like a dead end. Turn right there. It looks like you are trespassing, but be brave and
continue to the end of the road. You will see on the left an old, white two-story house with brown
shutters and a brown metal roof. This was the family home.
The circle of the seasons continued on the
new farm. The first several years Archie
planted seed carrots and managed the
production of the fruit trees. He also kept
sheep and Susan carded the wool. About
1940 he began growing potatoes. Crops
were so plentiful in the years that followed
that, by 1945, he had paid for the farm.
The girls grew to love Peoh Point, their own
mountain, watching the play of sun and
shadow on its craggy face through the
seasons. Many times they hiked to the top.

Louise on Pease Road; Peoh
Point in background.

Over the years I passed through Cle Elum many times on the way to visit my parents in Connell
Washington. Upon arriving, my mother, Louise, always asked, “What did Peoh Point look like?”

SCHOOLS

THE GIRLS attended Peoh Point Elementary School on Upper Peoh Point Road. The
building still stands. In winter, when it was very cold, a neighbor picked up the children in his
truck. Later the man covered the back of the truck with some kind of material and painted it
green. The children got into the truck bed through a door in the back. The school had two
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classrooms: one for the younger grades, and the other for the older. Between the two classrooms
was a play room with a stage. Around 1914, water was piped to the school from a nearby spring.39
Flush toilets were installed in the basement. Adjacent to the school, set back from the road, is the
“teacher’s home.” It still stands. On the other side of the school was a barn to stable the horses
while the children were
at school.
A logging camp had
been located at a
distance behind and
above the school site.40
The school operated
independently
until
1947, when it was
consolidated with the
Cle
Elum
School
41
District. A year later
the
school
district
deeded the building to
the Peoh Point Grange.42
In 1935, when the
Peoh Point School #40 with students, parents, and horse-drawn school buses.
family moved to the new
Perry Pease is on the left in the second row (below the “s” in “school”)
farm below Peoh Point,
Eleanor was fifteen and a sophomore at Cle Elum High School. It had two floors; the lower for
the lower grades, and the upper for the high school. Ruth, was eleven (sixth grade), Louise, was
ten (fifth grade), and Janette, was eight (third grade). Because of the move the younger girls left
Peoh Point School and began attending South Cle Elum School, at the corner of 6th and Broadway
Street. The building had two floors and a basement. It has since been demolished.
Cle Elum High School.

South Cle Elum School.

ARCHIE PEASE

ALL FOUR DAUGHTERS recall their father as both a hard worker and a hard man. He
had a quick temper and commanded a book full of “lumberjack words.” His daughter, Janette,
remarked that if he had had a son he would have killed him with hard work.43 My mother, Louise,
while attending Northwest Nazarene College, wrote to her fiancé, Clarence Finkbeiner,
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(December 26, 1944): “We have always been so unhappy at home and when I got here I really
found how to live.” She added “Ruthie [her sister] and I have been so happy together….”44
Archie was a deeply honest man. He had a pretty good idea how a Christian should live, but
shady business dealings by Christians greatly troubled him. Yet he did not shun contact with the
church. On Sundays he faithfully attended church with his family, in part because Susan couldn’t
drive. He also appeared at special events, such as church picnics at a park in South Cle Elum,
sometimes contributing a ham to the festivities. This is hardly to say that he agreed with much
that he heard at church. There were occasions while driving home after church when he vented
his anger against the sermon with a string of “lumberjack-language” epithets which he repeated
over and over again before finally settling down. Many years later, when he was about forty-nine
years old, Archie joined the Nazarene Church.45
He dearly loved his mother, Mary “like he loved no one else in this world,” remembers his
daughter Eleanor. He bought a special chair for her to use during visits because she had a heart
condition. He took out an insurance policy on himself with her as beneficiary. After getting
married, he helped his father pay some debts. When Perry passed away in 1933, Archie chose not
to take his daughters to the funeral. Eleanor supposed it was so they wouldn’t see his tears. After
Mary was widowed, Janette remembers that whenever her grandmother and Uncles Clair and
Nathan came to visit, they asked for money.46
Archie had grown up playing with the Kittitas Indian children who occasionally passed through.
Later, while renting John Madash’s farm, he allowed Indians to camp on the property. Once the
family dog stole a moccasin from one of their tents. Archie was upset with the dog, and promptly
returned the moccasin.
He was a story teller. Lurking at the kitchen door, the sisters listened intently to their father and
uncles, Ira, Clair, Nathan, and Oliver tell stories while eating supper. The dining table was too
small for everyone; consequently the girls ate the leftovers after the adults had finished.
As a boy Archie learned to play the violin. He probably purchased it from Sears and Roebuck
who sold them inexpensively for $2 to $10. The sale price included the violin, a bow, a case, an
instruction book, and a set of strings.47 It has been suggested by those who have repaired the
violin that it was probably built between 1890 and 1920. During this time Sears was importing
violins from workshops in Europe. In their catalog they advertised them as Guarnerius Models,
Stradivarius Models, etc. Archie purchased a Guarnerius Model, as marked on a small printed
paper label visible through the
“f-hole.” While Archie was still
learning the violin his father
forbid his playing in the
house.48 While Archie was
learning to play, violins had
become a popular instrument,
second only to the piano.49

Archie and caterpillar.
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He played at square dances until he learned
from the Nazarene Church preacher that this
was a sin and he quit. He also played the
harmonica. His songs were old love songs and
Irish tunes. Eleanor remembers one having to
do with “making sauerkraut and stomping it in
dad’s old boot.” Archie invested culturally in
his girls, paying for their music lessons. He was
pleased when his daughter, Louise, wanted to
learn the violin.
Graduating from High School, Louise
continued her education at Northwest Nazarene
College where she played the violin in the
school’s symphony during her year of college. After Louise married Clarence she continued on
the violin. Many times she played at the Connell Nazarene Church both as a soloist and as an
accompanist. On occasion I played the piano, mom the violin and Laura McKinney the vocal as
‘special music’. After Louise died the violin passed to her daughter Celia who in turn gave it to
her daughter Victoria. She has since learned to play her great grandfather’s violin and has entered
several competitions.
Victoria Hoath and her
great-grandfather’s violin.

Bootlegged moonshine was a thriving business in the Kittitas Valley from 1915-1933, the era of
Prohibition. Those making illegal whiskey needed a source of fresh water. Notable locations were
Brushy Canyon, Manashtash Canyon, Yakima River, and Squaw Creek.50 Many families made
their own homegrown brew as well. When Archie took a side or a quarter of beef to someone’s
home they invited him in for a glass of whiskey or they gave him a bottle of their own brew.
Prohibition officers made surprise visits to the homes in Cle Elum, perhaps because someone
tattled. Susan recognized the swagger of the officers and one day looking out the window she
spied one coming up the walk. She quickly put Eleanor to bed with the booze. The officer looked
in all the cupboards and through the house but didn’t think a little child might have a bottle of the
prohibited liquor next to her in bed. Archie never drank alcohol other than while visiting with
friends in their homes: he didn’t want his family to see him drinking. Janette remembers the good
smell of her father’s pipe.
Archie began his farming days with
horses, but was always in the fore-front,
adopting new equipment to make the work
more efficient and less labor intensive.
Molly and Prince were his working
horses. One day Molly was so
uncooperative that he began spanking her
all around the horse pen yelling
unprintable expletives wishing her off the
face of the earth. Getting a tractor with all
the latest gadgets gave him the chance to
get rid of them. He also had beef cattle.
He drove the cattle toward “free range”
land in the mountains after the snow had
thawed in the alpine meadows to fatten
them up on lush mountain grasses.

Archie and binder.
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Although he harbored ethnic prejudices, Archie could also change his views. When his daughter
Ruth fell in love with Charles Rowe, one-eighth Indian, Archie showed his displeasure by
refusing to attend their wedding. In time he came to accept his son-in-law. His daughter, Eleanor,
fell in love with Melvin Finkbeiner, son of a German immigrant. Archie’s training at Camp Lewis
had taught him to hate Germans. His attitude changed after meeting Melvin’s very likable
parents, John and Lydia. Archie’s whimsical reaction when he learned that Eleanor was interested
in Melvin was, “If you marry a damn preacher you’ll starve to death in six months.”
Archie was a member of the American Legion and the Peoh Point Grange. Once he was honored
by the Bureau of Reclamation as the farmer of the year. He served on the Board of Directors for
the Peoh Point School. For several years he was the Chairman of the School Board.
Archie’s dream was to build a beautiful house and barn, but his life was cut short. He died May
28, 1950, at the age of sixty-two. The obituary reported, “In failing health for the past year, Pease
became sick Saturday while on a trip to Woodland to visit his mother, Mrs. Mary Pease. He
returned to Ellensburg Sunday morning for medical attention. It was his final illness.”51 Archie
was proud of his service in the U.S. Army, and his family honored those proud months with a
military funeral. He was buried in the Thorp Cemetery. His wife Susan was given the flag that
draped his casket. Today my brother Kay has this flag.
As the writer of this tale, I have one and only one memory of my grandfather. The family was in
the viewing room of the mortuary and my father was holding me. Someone reached down into the
casket and touched Archie’s face, and said, “He is cold.”

SUSAN MADASH PEASE

SUSAN, at the age of five, emigrated from the Austro-Hungarian Empire with her mother and
siblings. Her father was already living in Roslyn. As a single woman she had multiple work
experiences in settings such as the home of the local banker, Frank Carpenter, and in the hospital.
Archie began courting Susan in 1918. Her impressions of
him were mixed. Once he took her to a restaurant in
Ellensburg where he ordered a steak. Cutting it, he saw the
steak was very rare and sent it back to the kitchen to be
cooked until well done. The next day at the hospital, Susan
told her friend Susie (Hleboki) Bourke about her date,
commenting, “I wouldn’t like to cook for Archie because
he is so particular.”52 This whimsical remark is rounded
out by her general observations of his behavior. She
watched with a great deal of interest the love and respect
he gave to his mother. This was new and refreshing,
contrasting sharply with how her father treated her mother.
Later that year Archie left for army service with hardly a
predictable outcome. Susan hated to see him go to war.
Even so she committed herself to wait for him until he
returned home. The war ended abruptly in November 1918
and his military service lasted only five months. Less than
Home from the army:
Archie and Susan.
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five months after his discharge they were married. Archie was thirty-one and Susan twenty-five.
Because of Susan’s experience working for the Frank Carpenters, she could observe fine living
and fine clothes. She told her daughters several times, as they were growing up, about her custom
of going to the dressmaker and getting fitted for clothes. She wore beautiful clothes. (I learned
this from my mother as well as my aunts; they were as impressed with her story as I am.) Susan
liked linen fabrics. During that period there were only two ways to acquire clothes: purchase from
a dressmaker or make them yourself. Eventually Susan learned how to sew garments. Indeed,
during the Depression she made clothing for her daughters out of flour sacks.53
Cotton sacking for food and animal grains began to be produced when the price of cotton
plummeted (1914-1929). Initially these items were shipped in wood barrels. At first the bags were
woven of solid colors. Noticing the quality of the fabric women began using the sacking to sew
clothing for their families. Acknowledging this trend, the feed and flour sack manufacturers saw
an opportunity to promote their feed sacks. They hired artists to design various prints. Wives and
daughters often traveled with their husband or father to the store to select the feed-sack prints for
their clothes. At times husbands could be seen huffing and puffing while shuffling fifty pound
sacks to find the right prints and enough of the bags for the various shirts and dresses. Those who
had too much or too little of a certain print traded bags.54
In about 1925, after a few years of marriage, Susan
began attending the Nazarene church in Cle Elum. She
liked giving money to the church and to do so raised
chickens and sold the eggs.55 The preacher focused many
a sermon on a woman’s appearance: a Christian woman
shouldn’t wear nice clothes or wear jewelry, or spend too
much time fixing her hair. Susan took this seriously. One
Sunday, when the offering plate was passed she put her
wedding ring, into the plate. Discovering this afterwards
Archie became very angry. He went to the preacher,
demanded the ring and got it back.
Archie was a great tease. He owned a motorcycle and
sometimes Susan rode with him. Once she fell off.
Afterward, if this incident was mentioned he would tease
her about it. She didn’t particularly like this, nor did she
understand his more expansive sense of humor.

Archie & Susan in Sunday best.

Susan never learned to drive, although Archie once tried
to teach her. When approaching a fence, she forgot how
to stop the car, and ran through it. Archie made such a
fuss that she never tried again.

Susan was only thirty-one when she lost her mother Mary. It happened while Mary was visiting
family in Pennsylvania. Years later in conversation with my grandmother, she told me she still
missed her mother.
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FAMILY TIMES

LIVING ON A FARM and having no brothers, the girls did both house and farm work. The
work outside ranged from pulling weeds to driving the tractor. Occasionally they were given
extra farm work. As often as not, this happened after the girls were quarreling. At some point
Susan had enough and sent the girls outdoors to ask their father what he had for them to do.
Janette always hoped she would not
be ordered to pull weeds.
Archie, Susan, and the four girls
sometimes traveled to the Toppenish
area to visit Archie’s parents, Perry
and Mary, as well as his sisters and
brothers. Occasionally the girls
stayed
overnight
with
their
grandparents. Once during the
1930’s they went to Seattle to visit
Archie’s cousin, Merton, and his
family.

Family visit to Seattle.

Archie and Susan celebrated their thirtieth wedding anniversary in 1949 at the Episcopal Church,
about a block from the Nazarene Church. Archie died May 28, 1950 a few days short of their
thirty-first wedding anniversary.

Archie, Susan at their 25th anniversary celebration with their daughters. The
daughters, left to right, are Eleanor, Ruth, Janette, and Louise. The two small girls
in the corner are Charlotte, daughter of Ruth, and Carol, daughter of Louise.
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LIFE AFTER ARCHIE

NOW Susan was alone. Not knowing how to drive, she was dependent on others to take her to
town for business, groceries, and church. Her daughter Louise suggested she move to Connell and
purchase a home there. Susan agreed and set about getting the farm ready to sell. During this
process Louise and Clarence came for a visit. Getting out of the car, Louise observed something
was burning in the garbage can. Running to investigate she discovered her mother’s wedding
dress and white boots, her father’s army uniform, boots and hat burning. She only managed to
save her father’s army uniform from the fire. Today Louise’s son, Kay has the uniform.
Susan now lived in Connell. As a daughter of Clarence and Louise, I saw her often. Her home
was on the west side of town, above the railroad tracks, close enough to walk to the grocery store.
She attended the Connell Nazarene Church, where she customarily sat with other widows in a
pew on the right side toward the front. The others were Mrs. Lydia Finkbeiner (my other
grandmother), Mrs. Cox, Mrs. Loeber, and Mrs. Ambacher.
When Clarence and Louise took Susan to church
or shopping in the Tri-Cities, she sat by the
window and I generally sat next to her. She had a
curious way of climbing into the car, by placing
one foot and her head in first before the rest of
her body followed. Once settled in the car she
opened her black purse and fingered each of
several white envelopes. She never mentioned
what was in them, and I never asked.

Archie holding granddaughter Carol, Susan
holding grandson Kay, Mary Pease, and
Archie’s brother, Clair.

Susan joined her daughter and son-in-law, Louise
and Clarence, for the big holiday dinners at
Thanksgiving and Christmas. Her customary task
was to whip up the potatoes. After breaking up
the boiled potatoes with a potato masher, she
added the cream and then began to beat them
with the masher. I was astonished at her vigor in
doing this by hand; she was like an electric mixer
herself.

Susan occasionally invited Clarence and Louise’s family to her home for dinner. The meat dish
was always ham, and always delicious. Except for special occasions, she rarely came to Clarence
and Louise’s for dinner. Louise checked in at Susan’s house, paying a very short visit perhaps,
once a week, after she had finished grocery shopping. As a child I recall that Louise was always
in a great hurry to get back home.
I liked my Grandma Susan’s home. It was a small house with hawthorn trees on each side of the
front walk. Frank and Nora Carpenter had given some of the household furnishings to Susan and
Archie. The living room was furnished with a red velour sofa and chair, a piano, a rocking chair,
and an oil stove for heat. The square dining room, adjoining the living room, had windows on
three sides, an oak table, a very old trundle sewing machine, and a glass-fronted hutch. Opposite
the dining room was a doorway leading to the two bedrooms and bathroom. The kitchen was
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beyond one end of the living room. I liked the colorful Fiesta bowls in the kitchen cupboard. At
the far end of the kitchen was a door leading to an enclosed porch with windows all around.
Twice, while visiting Susan, she presented me with a treasure. On the first occasion we were in
the kitchen and she opened the linen closet. She withdrew a piece of fabric that looked like a dish
cloth with red and white stripes. She told me that her mother had woven it on a loom while still
living in the old country. The second time, I
was admiring the pretty things in the hutch.
She gave me a green Depression-glass
creamer.
Susan had occasions to take care of her
grandchildren, especially Clarence and
Louise’s children. She was the favorite
baby-sitter for my cousins, Galen and
Elaine Finkbeiner. She also stayed for
extended periods during the school year
with Janette and Carlyle, who were
teachers, taking care of their preschoolers
Pam and Bob. Once Susan took care of
Adina and Bruce while Melvin and Eleanor
travelled to Brazil for seven weeks. For a
short time she lived with Louise’s motherin-law, Lydia Finkbeiner.

Cloth with an embroidered, monogram “M,”
folded twice, overall dimensions 29” by 26”.
Mária wove it before 1900.

I don’t recall spending the night at Susan’s
house until after I was married and had sons
of my own. On one of these visits, she told me that when she and her parents immigrated to the
United States, their port of entry was Cleveland, Ohio. I regret that I did not ask her more
questions than I did. As a child, I was told Grandma wouldn’t talk about the past, so it came as a
surprise for her to volunteer this information. I should have taken better advantage of the
opportunity.
One day, my mother Louise stopped at her mother’s home to show her a sewing project she had
just completed. No one answered the door. Using a house key she had, Louise entered and found
her mother had died in her sleep. It was December 3, 1981. Susan was eighty-seven and had lived
as a widow for thirty-two years. She is buried in the Thorp Cemetery next to her husband, Archie,
whom she referred to as “our daddy.”

MINERAL RIGHTS

WHEN I WAS a young girl, my mother told me she owned the mineral rights to a piece of
property in the Cle Elum area. This was exciting! It was glorious to think that she might own
treasure hidden in the earth. I had no idea where the land was, but this did not diminish the
anticipation of what could happen if wealth was discovered some day. My mother’s will left her
share of the mineral rights, the only thing she owned in her own name, to her daughters, Zanna,
Celia, and me.
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My mother’s will described the locale of the mineral rights as: the southeast quarter of the
Southeast quarter of Section 6, and the North half of the Northeast quarter of Section 7, all in
Township 19 North, Range 16 East, Willamette Meridian, Situated in the County of Kittitas, State
of Washington. This coincides with land owned by A. Pease according to a 1941 map (see yellow
shading in figure). Yet neither the will of my grandfather Archie, nor my grandmother Susan,
both of whom died many years before my mother, made any mention of mineral rights.
Curious about the location of the
mineral rights my mother had willed to
me and my sisters, I asked Aunt
Eleanor once when we were together in
Cle Elum. I was touring the family
sites in the Cle Elum area with Eleanor
and with my uncle Melvin driving the
car. She told me stories of the Pease
family and showed me where they had
taken place. While sitting in the car on
the hillside overlooking Cle Elum, I
asked if she knew the location of the
property where my mother owned the
mineral rights. Quickly she told me
that she also owned her grandmother’s
mineral rights, as did her sisters, Ruth,
Janette, and my mother.
Mary Pease owned a piece of land
described as the southwest quarter of
the northeast quarter and the west half
of the southeast quarter, both of
Section 6, Township 19 N. of Range 16
East Willamette Meridian (see green
Sections 6 and 7 showing A. Pease land to which
shading in figure). This tract of land
mineral rights were attached. The green shaded land
had been sold to Mary Pease for a
was Mary Pease’s land.
dollar by her parents Heman and
Rachel Page. In 1919 Mary and her husband Perry authorized J.V. Hoeffler, an attorney, “the
exclusive right, option and privilege for a period of one year here-after, to examine, explore,
prospect, drill and excavate for coal upon or below the surface of the following described real
estate...” We do not know the results of this exercise. A year later when Mary sold the land, she
retained its mineral rights, as recorded in Deed Record 33 (1920). The same mineral rights are
also mentioned in a Memorandum of Title prepared after the death of her daughter-in-law, Susan
Pease (1982). (Eleanor, Susan’s executor had this document prepared.) Mary’s land is not the
same as that belonging to Archie, mentioned earlier. The mineral rights that Louise willed to her
daughters pertained to Archie’s. Note that the two pieces adjoin each other, as shown on the map.
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VII
Other Peases

AN AUTOMOBILE license plate frame reads, “Genealogy is collecting dead relatives.” I
determined from the beginning of my research to focus on direct ancestors and not chase
tempting rabbit trails simply to add to the collection. Even so, I found five “other Peases” whose
stories are so engaging that I want to remember and honor them as well. The first story is actually
a direct ancestor, Roxy Pease’s grandfather (my great-great-great-great-grandfather). Three are
great-great-great uncles, and one is the daughter–in-law of one of them.

THE SAGA OF
JOSEPH THOMAS ALLSWORTH
alias
THOMAS WILLIAMS

JOSEPH Thomas Allsworth, the only son of Lord and Lady Allsworth, was born ca. 1739. He
lived with his parents on the Allsworth Estate in Tyrone County, in what is now Northern Ireland.
At eighteen years of age, he began attending school at a seaport village on the island. One day, he
noticed a British naval vessel entering the harbor. Drawn by curiosity, young Joseph and a friend
went to the quay to see the man-of-war. The friendly officers invited them aboard. While they
were examining the lower part of the ship, it put out to sea. They had been enticed aboard to be
pressed into the service of the British Navy. Their feelings at this unexpected parting from their
parents, friends and home can only be imagined. Allsworth and his friend made the best of their
situation and by good service soon banished any suspicion, if there were any, of their intent to
escape.
In about 1757, their ship sailed into New York harbor. There the two companions escaped ashore
and parted, thinking that the danger of recapture would be lessened if they separated. It is not
known if they ever met again. One day, as Allsworth wandered about the city looking for work,
one of the ship’s officers suddenly accosted him and inquired his name. “Thomas Williams,” he
replied. The officer stated that he resembled a man he was looking for by the name of Joseph T.
Allsworth. The officer passed on. Williams, as he was thereafter known, believed that the officer,
who had been kind to him on board, had recognized him and purposely allowed him to escape.
Although he had escaped the British Navy, “Thomas Williams” was hardly a free man, as New
York was a British colony. He dared not return to his old home or use his own name lest he be
recaptured and punished as a deserter. After a time he wrote home to acquaint his parents with his
circumstances. He received letters from them written on sheepskin, addressed to “Thomas
Allsworth or Williams.” Many years later, at about the age of seventy, he visited his old home
under cover of darkness. Even then he was afraid to make himself known to claim his estate,
which was very valuable.
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Although he fled the British navy, Thomas was no coward. He served as a commissioned
American officer throughout the entire Revolutionary War.1
The son of Thomas Williams was John Allsworth Williams, who married Nancy Thompson.
Their daughter, Roxy, married Benjamin Pease. John and Nancy are buried in the Woodhull
Village Cemetery, Steuben County, New York. John’s stone reads:
And thy Saviour will defend thee / Victory is mine at last
Nancy’s stone reads:
Her mind was tranquil and serene / No horror in her looks was seen
A ---- smile dispelled the gloom / And smoothed her passage to the tomb

MAJOR FELLOWS DAVID PEASE

FELLOWS David Pease, the eighth child of Oliver and Huldah Pease, was a younger brother
of Benjamin Salisbury Pease. He was born March 16, 1834 in Tioga County, Pennsylvania. At
nineteen he left home and headed west, travelling through what became Illinois, Wisconsin, and
Minnesota. He helped correct the boundary line between Minnesota and Iowa.2 His travels
eventually led Fellows to Dakota Territory where, at Fort Pierre, he was appointed a chief Indian
scout under General Harney. While under Harney he acted as a buffer between friendly and
unfriendly Indian tribes.3
Fellows left General Harney and joined the “Scotch Half Breeds” who were headed for Fort
Union, just inside the western border of what is today North Dakota. They arrived at the Fort
September 1856, seven years before historians mark the beginning of Montana’s history. There
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he, and others from New York, Chicago, and Minnesota,
organized the “Little Opposition” fur trading company.
The firm did merchandising business along the Missouri
River from Fort Benton to Fort Sully. Two years later he
bought out the American Fur Company. The company
traded with the Indians for robes and pelts, selling the
goods to steamers coming upriver with supplies in the
spring. When the company sold its interests to Peck &
Durfee, Fellows gave up trading with the Indians and
began supplying the Government with horses.4
In 1859 at the age of twenty-five, Fellows married
Margaret Wallace at Fort Union, in what would later
become Dakota Territory. This was Margaret’s second
marriage. Her father was John Wallace, a noted warrior
among the Crow Indians and her mother was an Absaroka
Crow.5 Margaret and Fellows had three children: Leete,
La Vantia, and George.
Major Pease
When Dakota
Territory was organized in 1861 Fellows served in the
South Dakota Territorial Legislature for two years,
from 1861 – 1862.7 In 1868 he became a special agent
under General Sully in the Blackfeet country.
February 8, 1871 he received a Presidential
appointment as the first U.S. Civil Indian agent for the
Crow Territory. Ulysses Grant was President of the
United States at that time. The agency was located on
the east side of the Yellowstone River, ten miles east
of where Livingston, Montana is presently located.8
Indian agents were given the honorific “major.”
Major Pease served four years as an agent for the
Crow Territory.
Military posts established for the protection of white
settlers in Wyoming and Utah were abandoned in the
1870’s. This left the Northwest settlers and the Crow
Margaret Wallace6
Indians at the mercy of the Sioux. It was a terrifying
time for the Crow and the emigrant trains. The Crows were driven into the mountains where their
presence saved the settlers from extermination.9 The Sioux leaders convinced the young Crow
warriors that their survival lay in an alliance between the Sioux and Crows to fight the U.S.
government. On taking up his work at the agency, Pease sent word to the Crow Indians to come
to the agency to discuss important matters. At this meeting Blackfoot, the chief of the Crow
Indians, his wife, and Major Pease appealed to the young warriors, convincing them not to ally
with the Sioux but to make their stand with the white man.10
General Sheridan, expecting Indian trouble in the Yellowstone Valley in the spring of 1875,
ordered two members of his staff to make a reconnaissance of the Yellowstone River. They
reported back that the mouth of the Tongue River was suitable for a military post. In June, Major
Pease, Zed Daniels, and Paul McCormick travelled down the Big Horn River with three flat-boats
and twenty-two men to establish the post.11 Pease chose the site for the post at the mouth of the
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Big Horn. Fort Pease was intended to act as a buffer with the Crow tribe and serve as a trading
post for the Indians and white settlers coming into the area.12
Arriving at the mouth of the Big Horn, they observed a large Sioux village across the river.
Knowing that a fight with the Sioux was imminent, they built the fort in twenty-four hours. From
then on during the fort’s brief history there was warfare with the Sioux.13 Once the fort was
completed, Major Pease headed east to purchase supplies. During his absence the Custer
massacre occurred (June 1876) less than fifty miles to the south. Attacks on Fort Pease followed.
Upon his return Pease discovered that his namesake fort had been abandoned, and several who
had manned it were dead. Pease sold the supplies he had collected to Fort Keough.14
Other Fellows Pease enterprises included the development of the Clarks Fork mines and the
Bozeman Coal Company, and negotiations between The Northern Railroad and local Indian
tribes.15 He also had an association with Myers and Company in the production of lime, and a part
interest in the Decker and Company brickyard and manufacturing plant.16
In May 1920, the Crow tribe gave Major Pease, then eighty-five, their highest award by adopting
him into the tribe.17 A few months later, while visiting family in Medford Oregon, Major Fellows
David Pease died, October 20, 1920. He is buried at Rosebud Cemetery in Absarokee, Montana.18

ASHBEL MONROE PEASE
AND LEATUS EZRA PEASE

ASHBEL AND LEATUS, the eleventh and twelfth children of Oliver and Huldah Pease,
were younger brothers of Benjamin Salisbury and Fellows
David. Ashbel was born in 1841 and Leatus three years
later. After the Civil War started the two brothers enlisted
in Berdan’s United States Sharpshooters (USSS) in the
Army of the Potomac. About July 30, 1861 Col. Hirman
Berdan was ordered to muster the 1st regiment of
sharpshooters. The 2nd regiment of the USSS was ordered
to muster September 28, 1861.19 Aware of the call for
sharpshooters, Ashbel20 and Leatus21 volunteered, joining
Company C 2nd USSS (Pennsylvania), October 1, 1861.22
Qualifications to enter the USSS were severe. To become
a Sharpshooter, a candidate was required to fire a
qualification course using a rifle brought to the
competition by the volunteer. The course of fire consisted
of shooting ten rounds as rapidly as the shooter could
reload into a target ten inches in diameter at a distance of
two hundred yards. All ten rounds had to hit the target and
the average distance could be no more than five inches
from the center of the target. This was measured using a
fifty inch string. The end of the string was placed on the
center of the target then run to the nearest hole in the
target. The point where the string intersected the hole was
then moved to the center and the distance to the next hole
added, and then so on. If the end of the string was reached
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Tombstone of Ashbel Pease, Section G,
stone 3065, Soldiers Home National
Cemetery, Washington, D.C.

before the last hole was reached, the volunteer was disqualified. Thus was born the term “A string
of fifty.”23
Both the 1st and 2nd Regiments marched to the Camp of Instruction in Washington, D.C., where
they were instructed in target practice, learning the company drill and battalion movements,
guard, patrol, and camp duties. Under the instruction of Lt. Mears, U.S.A., lieutenant-colonel of
the regiment, they were soon able to execute the most difficult regimental drills, and were
probably unexcelled therein by any other regiment, particularly in skirmishing, a service they
were destined to perform at the front, in all the great battles of the Army of the Potomac up to the
end of their service.24
The medical director of the Army of the Potomac, Chas. S. Tripler, in his report on the sanitary
condition of the troops in the vicinity of Washington dated January 28, 1862 wrote: “The Berdan
Sharpshooters are also in a bad sanitary condition, and not improving. This camp however, is
badly located.” Later in the paragraph Tripler writes: “This regiment is suffering from measles,
and lately severe lung complications have accompanied the disease. A fresh and dry camp,
therefore, is in my opinion decidedly necessary for the command.” On February 6, he added:
“Measles, which seem to be scourging the whole army of the United States, still break out from
time to time in different regiments. Berdan’s Sharpshooters have been and are still severely
affected with that disease. It is hoped that hospital and field arrangements already made and in
progress will soon abate this evil.”25 Unfortunately, the sharpshooters were not moved to a fresh
and dry camp. On February 27, 1862 Ashbel Pease died and was buried at the Military Asylum
Cemetery, D.C. 26 It is now the Soldiers Home National Cemetery, located at 21 Harewood Road
N.W. Washington, DC 20011.
Captain Stevens’ book makes no mention of Company C, 2nd USSS (Pennsylvania) in the Battle
of Antietam.27 The following is a short excerpt on the battle that took place September 16 and 17.
At Antietam the First Regiment of Sharpshooters were held in reserve with troops of
their corps, being at times under heavy artillery fire, holding a perilous position
during the entire engagement in protecting the center and supporting the batteries.
The Second Sharpshooters were in it hot and heavy with a loss of 66 killed and
wounded of their always valuable men. They were in Phelps’ brigade of Doubleday’s
division of the 1st corps under Hooker, rendering important and trying service in
advance, where they captured one stand of rebel colors. Lieutenant Humphrey is
quoted, “Sept. 17th, we entered the historic cornfield at Antietam and helped to fill the
bloody lane, at the expense to our company E of one killed and 10 wounded. Our
captain and four men were left for duty.” Lt. Curtis Abbot, of Company (H), tells
how “on the 16th they led the advance of Hooker’s division on Lee’s left, had a slight
skirmish at the close of that day, and were in the thickest of the fight in the cornfields
at about sunrise the following morning. Loss (in H) five men wounded, one mortally.
There was heavy loss throughout the regiment. Their ranks thinned by previous hard
marches, their loss at this battle was fully 25 per cent, of those present for duty.”
Colonel Stoughton adds his testimony to the important service rendered by the
Second Regiment here: “While lying on their faces on the open ground they did more
damage to the enemy than any brigade in our front or to our right firing obliquely.”28
Laetus Pease was killed, September 17, 1862 at the battle of Antietam.29
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SARAH WALKER PEASE

SARAH Walker was born in 1866 at Fort Berthold, North Dakota Territory. She was the
daughter of an Irishman, James Walker, and an Indian girl, “Walks Amongst,” of the Gros Ventre
tribe. In 1876, as a ten year old she was playing with her
doll at the side of the road. Seeing a cloud of dust and
horses approaching, she moved back a little away from the
road side. It was an army regiment. Riding at their head was
General George Custer, leading them west to Montana. The
regiment met its unfortunate fate in June of that year at the
Battle of the Little Big Horn.30
In the aftermath of the Custer Massacre, animosity against
the Indians ran high. One consequence was a widespread
movement to eradicate the Indian culture by re-educating
Indian children. At boarding schools they were given
“white” children names, were forbidden to speak their
languages on threat of severe punishment, and their hair was
Sarah Walker Pease31
cut in an “American” style. At the age of thirteen Sarah, a
half Indian, was enrolled at Hampton Institute in Virginia. In later years she loved to reminisce
about her school years. She felt honored to have had Booker T. Washington as one of her
teachers.32
In 1886, her education completed, Sarah moved to Montana to accept a position with the Bond
Mission, operated by the Unitarian Church. Located twenty miles north of Hardin, Montana, the
mission was only a few miles south of the former Fort Pease. The mission hired Sarah as both an
interpreter and seamstress. While there she met George Pease, son of Major Fellows David Pease.
Sarah and George were married at Bond Mission in 1888. They settled along the Little Bighorn
River about thirty miles south of Hardin and less than ten miles south of the Custer massacre site.
Much of the present town of Lodge Grass is plotted on their original land. Sarah and George had
ten children, nine sons, and one daughter. George lived until 1916 when he died of complications
from an automobile accident.33
Several of George and Sarah’s children are named after George’s father’s brothers, among them
Benjamin Salisbury Pease. This younger Benjamin Pease married Tilly, daughter of White Man
Runs Him, who had served as a scout for General Custer.34
Sarah Pease died June 1953. Her funeral was conducted at the Chivers Memorial Chapel of the
First Crow Indian Baptist church by Dr. W.A. Petzoldt, who as a missionary to the Crow tribe
had known Mrs. Pease fifty years.35
An “ah hah” moment! My husband Loren and his brother Dale were going through their mother’s
things after her death in 2008. They found a small black binder that had belonged to their
grandfather Earle Benton. In the binder was a newspaper article about Sarah Walker Pease and
Crow Indians who were active in the Baptist Church at Lodge Grass, Montana. The article was
entitled “Pillars in First Crow Indian Baptist Church,” Sheridan Press, July 28, 1965. Earle
Benton moved with his parents to Wyoming and as a young man traveled to the Crow Indian
Baptist mission to work with Dr. Petzoldt. He knew Sarah and White Man Runs Him! Earle
entertained his grandchildren, telling them stories of the Indians and his work with Dr. Petzoldt.
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VIII

Huldah Howland Bowen Lineage

THE CROWNING achievement of American genealogy aficionados is to discover an
ancestor on the Mayflower. Indeed, Mayflower “wannabes” compose quite a community and a
ponderous bibliography of books and genealogies attempt to establish needed links. An
organization actually exists for this purpose, the Massachusetts Society of Mayflower
Descendants. It publishes its own journal, The Mayflower Descendant which has run through
several dozen volumes through the years. John Howland, one of the Mayflower passengers, has
been the subject of several books. In fact he has his own society, the Pilgrim John Howland
Society, which has been in existence for well over a century.1
Needless to say, discovering one’s descent from a Mayflower pilgrim is a veritable mare’s-nest of
probabilities and improbabilities. This is certainly the case for Huldah Bowen, who married
Oliver Perry Pease. She may be descended from John Howland of the Mayflower,2 or from his
brother Arthur, who was not on board. The case for John was set forth in 1946,3 but more recently
has been challenged.4 His society, which insists on considerable rigor before accepting a
genealogical line, believes that Huldah is descended from Arthur Howland, a brother of John.
Arthur arrived in the new world a few years later. Thus, sadly, he was not on the Mayflower.
However, if you, like the author, are a descendant of Huldah, don’t give up hope, because even
the Society’s accepted line has a murky connection. The confusion springs in part from the fact
that practically every family in Massachusetts in those days had around ten children, and usually
one of them was a John. There might as well be a basketful of John Howlands.
The nexus of the problem lies with another John Howland, three generations later, who is
identified by his birthdate (April 16, 1702), and by having married Freelove Wood.5 The question
then is whether this John descended from John of the Mayflower, or, as the Society claims is
more likely, from Arthur. Both possibilities are presented here for the reader’s own speculation
and amusement. He is denoted here as “John (IV) Howland.” The Roman numeral indicates the
generation, beginning with (I) the Mayflower generation (or its contemporaries), (II), and so on.
If it turns out that you are descended from Arthur (I), take heart; you can still claim John (I) as an
uncle (with many greats).

THE CASE FOR JOHN (I) TO JOHN (IV)

JOHN (I) HOWLAND was born about 1592 to Henry and Margaret Howland.

6

His
birthplace was Fen Stanton, England, on the edge of the fens region and nine miles northwest of
Cambridge. At twenty-eight he was recruited by John Carver to enter his household and act as his
assistant in moving the Leiden congregation to America. Three years earlier Carver had become
the agent for the Separatists (later called Pilgrims) in securing a Charter and financial support for
the establishment of a colony in America.7 Carver arranged for the Mayflower and another vessel
to cross the Atlantic. The second vessel proved unseaworthy forcing all 102 colonists to crowd
aboard the modest-size Mayflower.
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The late fall crossing of the Atlantic provided its own adventure for John Howland. During a
storm he was pitched overboard, but luckily was able to catch hold of a halyard and hang on. He
was pulled in and then hoisted back aboard by means of a boat hook. He survived his encounter
with the icy waters and arrived safely in the New World in December 1620. Before disembarking
at the site to be called Plymouth, the passengers established the Mayflower Covenant with John
as its thirteenth signer. At the same time, John Carver was elected governor of the Colony.
The first winter the colony was plagued by disease and shortage of food. In the first four months
forty-four of the original one hundred and two colonists died. Among them were both Governor
Carver and his wife, who passed away on April 5. The large number of deaths necessitated the
reorganization of households. Three were taken into John Howland’s home: two servants from
the late governor’s household and Elizabeth, the thirteen-year-old orphan of John and Joan Tilley
who had not survived. About three years later John Howland married her. He was thirty-one and
she was sixteen.
The Plymouth Colony owed a debt to the “Merchant Adventurers” who had invested in the
venture to establish the settlement.8 One of the Mayflower community, Isaac Allerton (reputed to
be a man of uncertain principle), had negotiated a patent granting the Plymouth Colony the
exclusive right to trade with the Indians in the Kennebec River region of Maine, about 150 miles
to the north. In 1625 John Howland and others embarked on an expedition to explore trading
opportunities there and establish a trading station. Later Governor Bradford placed him in charge
of building and operating the station, called Cushnoc (site of today’s Augusta) on the Kennebec
River, which was accomplished in 1628. John Howland managed the station for about seven
years. He must have made numerous trips back and forth between Plymouth and Cushnoc
because he and Elizabeth had several children in the meantime.
For nearly forty years, John Howland was active in the governance of Plymouth, holding a
variety of offices, including several terms as one of the seven Assistant Governors. He acquired
major landholdings in Plymouth and surrounding towns. John and Elizabeth raised a prodigious
family of ten children with birthdates ranging from 1623 through 1649. They named their first
son (second child) John (II). The line or interest to us, however, traces through a later child,
Jabez (II).9 John lived until 1673 and was the oldest surviving male from the Mayflower
crossing.10 His wife Elizabeth outlived him by fifteen years.
Jabez (II) Howland (b. circa 1644, d. 1712) married Bethia Thatcher sometime in the 1660’s.
Between 1669 and 1692 they raised a family of eleven children.11 Their second son, John, born in
1672, lived only thirteen days. They also named their fifth child John (III). John (III) Howland
(b. 1679, d. before 1708) married Martha Wardell.12 John (IV), born 1702, was about four years
of age when his father died. In 1719 when he was about fifteen, his mother passed away, and he
was taken into the home of a maternal relative, Joseph Wardell. John (IV) married Freelove
Wood in 1725.
The difficulty is with John (III).13 No vital records exist for him other than his birth. He is not
listed among the four children living with his father Jabez (II) in the 1689 census at Bristol,
leading one researcher to guess that he had died by that time at an age less than ten.
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THE CASE FOR ARTHUR (I) TO JOHN (IV)

ARTHUR (I) HOWLAND (b?, d. 1675) was the oldest brother of John (I) Howland of the
Mayflower.14 He arrived in Plymouth Colony probably about 1623-4. Arthur married Margaret
Reed (b?, d. 1683). By the 1640’s he had moved to Marshfield, Massachusetts (10 miles north of
Plymouth) and had become a substantial landowner. Controversy surrounded him because he and
his wife were sympathetic to, and perhaps belonged to, the Society of Friends, the Quakers. He
was penalized multiple times for offences against the “religious” code of the Colony. He was
fined for permitting a Quaker’s meeting in his house, for absenting himself from public worship
(namely the community’s authorized congregation), for entertaining a Quaker, “suffering and
inviting sundry to hear said Quaker,” and for nonpayment of the “minister-tax.” On some
occasions he actually spent time in jail for these offenses. He was also charged with contempt of
court for objecting to anti-Quaker measures. The following records an incident, about 1657,
testifying to Arthur’s willingness to put his liberal views on the line.
“John Philips, the constable going to Arthur Howland’s house in Marshfield to
leave a summons, saw a non-resident Quaker preacher, Robert Tuchin, and
arrested him. Howland interfered and ejected the constable from his house
declaring, as the latter certified, that he would have ‘a sword or gun in the belly
of him.’ … When the official returned with a posse, Tuchin had escaped.
Howland was forthwith taken to Alden’s house and tried before Collier, Alden
and Josiah Winslow, who ordered him to give bonds to the General Court;
[when] he refusing to furnish bail, they put him in charge of the Colony’s
Marshal…. He was eventually fined … for resisting the officer.”
Following Arthur (I), the line also becomes murky, requiring uncertain insertions. A possibility
that has been suggested15 is that Arthur and Margaret had a son, also named Arthur (II) (dates
unknown), who had a son Thomas (III) (b. 1672, d. before 1737), who had a son John (IV).
According to Ref. 5, Thomas (III) is believed to be the son of Arthur Howland. This cannot be
Arthur (I), who would have been at least 86 at the time of Thomas’s birth.16 Thus the need to
insert the mysterious Arthur (II). The John (IV) Howland (b. 1702, d. 1781) by this reckoning,
is the one who married Freelove Wood (b. 1703) in 1725.17

JOHN (IV) TO HULDAH BOWEN

AFTER John (IV) the line of descent becomes much clearer. John and Freelove raised eight
children born between 1726 and 1747. They lived in Swansea and later Scituate, Rhode Island.
Our line traces through their seventh child, John (V).
John (V) Howland (b. 1743, d. 1835) married Lois Eddy and they raised eleven children, born
between 1769 and 1784.18 Their second child was yet another John (b. 1770), but our ancestry is
traced through their fifth child, Huldah (VI). John (V) served in the Revolutionary War. The
Town Council of Wallum Pond, Rhode Island, on September 19, 1776, encouraged enlistments
for the protection of Newport by offering a three-pound bonus as an incentive in addition to the
regular pay given state troops, and by promising to replace the firearms furnished by each soldier
“if it were taken from him by a stronger power.” A few months later (May 5, 1777) the Council’s
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record lists land-owning members of the state draft from the “Allum” Pond neighborhood, among
them John Howland, Jr., who is John (V).19
Huldah (VI) was born 1774 at Wallum Pond, Rhode Island. She was likely named after her aunt
Huldah who had died at an early age. Huldah married Emmer Bowen, a Quaker, on September
15, 1793 at Gloucester, Rhode Island.20 Emmer was the son of Ezra Bowen (b. 1740 or 41) and
Patience Eddy, and grandson of Hezekiah Bowen (b. 1715) and Mary Ormsby.21 At first Emmer
and Huldah lived in Douglas, Massachusetts. In 1795, Emmer built a school house at Wallum
Hill, east of the Pond. Later the family moved to Otsego County, New York, where they
purchased sixty-seven acres. Their sixth child Huldah (VII) was born 1804. In 1806 they sold
their land and moved to Deerfield Township, Tioga County, Pennsylvania, settling on what later
became known as the “Bowen Homestead.”22 Huldah and Emmer had twelve children.
Huldah (VII) Bowen was living with her parents in Tioga County, Pennsylvania when the family
of Oliver Pease arrived across the border in New York in 1816. In 1822 she married one of the
sons, Oliver Perry Pease.
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